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Six Cars Leave flmes Square Scenic Roadway Over Pecos Reach Verdict After AH Day
Session. Following Hard
Today to Begin Long JourNational Forest Will be
Fought Legal
ney Across the
Magnificent Cost
Battle
Country.
Reasonable
.

All

Delegates Selected
Instructed to Vote
and Work for

Secretary

Are Dual Life of Illinois Builder
Revealed by Llle Long
Friend. Who Was
a Victim
COULD

FORMER HENCHMEN

DESIRE
He Posed

Net Result Indicates Overwhelming Vote tor Roosevelt's
Choice 'Independent"
Ticket Snowed Under
by Four to One

For Years
Citizen by Day and Rob
bed His Neighbors at
Over Stolen Property and Then Destroyed It

Columbus, O., Feb. 12. Ohio Republicans are for Taft for president,
first, liul and all the tlino. Judging
from the results of the primaries held
in the slate yesterday.
Four delegates at large, twenty-tw- o
district delegates to the natloiml convention In Chicago and a list of delegates to the state convention to be
held March 3, which will be unanimously In his favor, were selected.
Xo opposition worth mentioning developed during the day. The supreme
court destroyed all chances of success by the Foraker element in Cuyahoga county by declaring that the
Taft county committee was the only
vuliri nrtrnnlMtion of Its kind In that
county and the selection of delegates
Deing
went by default, no ttcKet
placed In the field against the Taft
candidates.
In Knox county the opposition to
Tart had brought an "independent"
Into the field, "the Independ
ents." however, being all- - 'Foraker
men. The Taft candidates won easily
h. tinia hftinr 1 to 1 In their favor.
Actual voting for delegates to the
state convention wa carried on tn but
thirty-fiv- e
out of the total I eigniy
eight counties, the delegates In fifty
two counties having no opposition.
1m Unanimous
The following statement was Issued
by Arthur I. Voryes. manager or mo
ramnalxn:
Taft
'Ohio is for Taft, the result of the
tne demon-stratlocompleting
primaries
Every county (except one
with seven delegates) now has select- n
ed IU delegates to the state conven-iinhas selected Taft
Eurv
delegates. The state convention will
be unanimously for Taft, for every
one of the 814 delegates Is for and la
Instructed for Taft. This unanimity
lomnnairatps that everyone of
delegatea to the national
the forty-si- x
i.nninllnn will be for Taft."
congressional conThe twenty-on- e
ventions, each of which will select two
delegates to the national convention
,m h held some time this month
Calls have been Issued for all but six
t ihau nonventlons and the dates
ranpe all the way from February IS
to February 27. Delegates 10 eievcu
nf h xnr.vontlnnfl were chosen at the
primaries.
Primaries for the other
conventions will be held later.

Alton,
Feb. lif. Pacing a cell
in the city Jail today, Henry Schuelle,

EASTERN EDITOR

SAYS

TAFT WILLBE THE CHOICE

Eat I Unani
lllni Attcnll

St. Paul Man Declare

mously for
Kansas City lianquel.
George Thompson, editor and own
er of the St. Paul Dispatch, who waJ
In the city between trains today en
rout with his family to California,
said that the east was solid for Taft
as the Hepubllcan candidate for presl
Jent. He said that he did not believe that the convestion would get
through the first roll call when the
time cornea for choosing a candidate,
Mr. Thompson stopped hi Kansas
City on hU way west long enough to
Hitetid a banquet tendered Secretary
Taft there by the Kansaa City Repuo
llcan club. Twelve thousand people
were present. Yale clubs all over the
country are giving luncheons in honor
of the secretary. Taft Is a graduate
of Tale.
Mr. Thompson looked over the Al
varado with a great deal of Interest
one day In January
lie was here
of an
about six years ago as a
accident to a Chicago flyer, which
went in the ditch Just south of tae
city, causing a delay to the passen
"We started in over there a
eHrR
the corner." said Mr. Thompson
nnlntina his finger at the Sturges ho
tel. "and played every game up the
I went over ,to The Citizen
street.
ofrtce. where the printers were on a
Htrike, and took a Job as a linotype
operator. I attended a ball given at
the Commercial Club, and we were
m..sl "
shown such a good time mat did
ge
ld the train
wrecked."

si

Resumed-Enth-uslas-

ted

111.,

a wealthy and long respected building
In custody
contractor of this city,
charged with burglary, and he has
confessed to leading a double life for
years, a law abiding cltlxen by day
and a thief by night.
His dual life was revealed through
Jeremiah Kennedy, a neighbor and
lifelong friend of the contractor. Ken
nedy owns a dairy and cigar store and
a few nights ago caught Schuelle in
hi store.
Somewhat surprised, he
began an Investigation, with the re
sult that Schuelle confessed to him
his career, and the arrest today followed.
Schuelle broke down when con
fronted by Kennedy and today made
a complete confession, telling the officers that for years he has been en
tering offtej and stores of his neigh
bors at nU.it and stealing .whatever
he could conveniently carry away. He
said he knew he was doing wrong but
was u.iuble to overcome, the desire to
enter ether people's property and
steal.
To the officers he aald:Throw Good Away
"I have walked the floor at ntght
until beads of perspiration rolled
down my face, fighting the Insatiable
desire to steal. But I have always
lost. I never took anything of great
value, but took small things thai. 1
could carry away with me."
Schuelle declared that he gloated
over the stolen goods for a day or two
and then either burned them or threw
them away. He was never suspected
and displayed great cunning in his
robberies. By Schuelle's confession a
number of small robberies throughout
the city in past years are explained
It is not known what will be done
with Schuelle, but he will probably be
prosecuted for theft.
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FAVORABLE REPORT MEXICAN! WORKMEN
ON

TIMBER

ATTEMPT

TO KILL

BILL

Companies May Continue Dynamite Under Houses at
Operations Pending Act-Io- n
Sonora Mining Camp
on Measure
Injure; Many.

-

ROBBERS SECURE TWENTY
THOUSAND

JIil MiMurl Jtauk anil

Kxclittiurlng Shot

DOLLARS
Kwmim)

Willi

After
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PART OF DELEGATION
FIFTEEN MEN( BLOWN
STARTS HOME TODAY
THROUGH HOUSE ROOF
Washington, D. C., Feb. IS.
bill Introduced by W. H.
Andrew, delegate from New Mexico,
in the house, known as the bill for the
sale of matured timber In New Mexico, and which provides for a compromise agreement in the present timber land suits and provides for future
timber transactions, has been reported favorably.
There is not likely to
be opposition to Us speeJy passage, as
it has been tentatively agreed upon
by the secretary of the interior and
others called Into conference upon It.
While the bill ts before Congress the
companies and Individuals affected by
the measure may continue operations
In the forests which were secured
from the territory. The Alamogordo
Lumber company and the American
iumner company at Atouquerque win
not be further handicapped and may
begin cutting timber at once.
The banquet given by the governor
and the New Mexico delegates at the
New Willard hotel last evening was
guests. The
attended by thirty-fiv- e
dinner was informal and was generally enjoyed.
It Is understood that a
number of matters, political and otherwise, were discussed freely at the
banquet, which was prolonged until
nearly midnight.
Soloman Luna of Dos Lunas. N. M.;
H. O. Bursum of Socorro, N. M., and
W. A. Hawkins of El Paso, Texas, will
leave Washington tonight for their
homes. They will make no stops en
route.
(Spe-oi)-T-

Twenty
12.
Kansas City.
Feb.
thousand dollars was secured by robbers who blew open the vault and
safe of the Farmers' and Manufac
turera' bank at Rich Hill, Mo., ninety
miles from Kansaa City, last night.
tio far as can be learned the rob
bery was committed by three men
They wrecked the safe and vault with
two charges of dynamite, and the
oank building was badly damaged by
the explosions.
The noise they made awakened the
entire town and many citizen saw the
robbers as they were leaving the
building. Several citizens hastily se
cured guns and attempted to stop the
ASKirrS ARK SUFFICIENT
three robbers. The robbers returned
the fire but no one was injured. The
Cincinnati, Feb. 12. P. P. Mast 4
three men escaped.
Co., agricultural manufacturers, were
placed In the hands of a receiver today.
The receiver was ordered to
IS JAPAN TRYING
continue the business) but to wind 't
up as speedily as possible. The assets
TO FLOAT A LOAN ? are placed at tl. 000,000 and liabilities
at $400,000. The attorney for the
company declares all debts will be
lloKit aiid Jup paid In full.
Purl Hunker
uiiom; Kiuha.-- bajn It lion No
KuowUxIgo of Such an
iM-n-

Tucson, Arls., Feb. 13. An attempt
to kill every American at the Santa
Rosa mine in Sonora, Mexico, twenty
miles south of Douglas, was made last
Saturday when Mexican employes In
the mine placed sticks of dynamite
under the general boarding house, the
company store and the foreman's an J
superintendent's residence.
The fuses were timed so that the
exposlons would follow each other In
quick succession. The explosion at
the boarding house occurred In the
evening, when all the Americans were
at dinner and the house was entirely
demolished. Fifteen men were blown
through the roof, a number sustaining
hrolcmi urma tirift Inira tint nnnA
billed.
Tha comnanv store wa demolished
by the explosion which quickly fol
lowed the one at the boarding house.
The dynamite under the house ot Tom
Kagin, the foreman, failed to explode
The superintendent's ofilce was de
molished, but he was out of the house
at the time, and t0 waptj injury.
Eighteen Mexicans are under ar
rest and rurales guard the camp. It
Is believed the attempt was the work
of sympathizers with the revolution
Ists who are under nrrent ut Lim An
u-r-

Kelcs.
(

K
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Washington.
Feb. 12. President
Roosevelt today ent to the Senate
the nomination of Ixiuis A, Coolldge
of Massachusetts to be assistant sec
retary of the treasury to succeed J
H. Edwards, resigned.
IN M AN

lillili PASSES

Atu-uit-

.

tne automobili8ts.
More than 200 motors of all de
scrlptlons accompanied the racers up
Broadway and Riverside Drive to
the city limits, where the racers turn
ed north on the road to Albany.
From Albany to San Francisco the
route lies across New York state to
Cleveland
Buffalo, thence through
and Toledo to Chicago, Omaha, Chey.
San
enne. Ouden, Reno, Cloldtleld,
Luis Obispo and San Francisco.
Through tlte Arctics.
From San Francisco the motors
and
will be transported to Seattle
thence across Retiring strait to Si
beria and from there the motor
Journey will be resumed.
The motor cars must be able to
withstand .the cold as well as the
hard trip and the result ot the un
usual trip will be awaited with In
terest. From six to nine months will
be necessary to complete the trip. It
;
M estimated.
.

JAPANESE AMBASSADOR
WILL ARRIVE SOON
Tu lot I lira Spent Sunio Yearn In United

Statea and Knows Americana
Well.
London, Feb. 12. liaron Takahira,
the new ambassador from Japan to
the United states, will sail the latter
part of this week for New York, from
where he will go at once to Wash
ington.
The new ambassador
friendly to America as a result of his
long service In the diplomatic servlc
in the United States.
In his earlier manhood he gained
pretty good Idea of the American
character and temperament durin
his five years' service as secretary of
legation in Washington. Later he
spent a year as consul general In New
York. Finally, In 1903, he was nameJ
minister plenipotentiary at the capital,
he served three
lu which capacity
years with distinct success.
Takahira was one of the commls
sloners who met in Portsmouth, N
II., and brought to a successful issue
looking toward
the negottlatlons
peace with the Russians. Followln
this distinguished service the emperor
rewarded him by at once nominatin
him to the house of peers and making
him a baron.
His whole life has been devoted to
dlDlomatlc work, which began when
lu 18 76 he entered the Japanese for
elan office as Interpreter. He has
been an unceasing student of men
and the aims of nations, as well as
books. He Is quiet, earnest and force
fill, with a marked ability to see all
around a subject and especially the
other man's side of it.

Washington. Feb. 12. The Indian
appropriation bill was passed by the
House today In practically the same THIEVES TAP MONEY
form as recommended by the com
mlttee. It carries a total appropria
DRAWER FOR
H. 000. 000.
tlon of approximately

$8.05

Paris, Feb. 12. It has not been
possible to obtain a confirmation of
the report that the Japanese government Is trying to float a loan in Pans
through tne liaiujue de Paris Kt Des
Pays Bas. The only statement the
Japanese embassy would make was
that nothing was known of the matter and a leading official of the bank
characterized th! assertion that Japan ts trying to float a loan through
the bank as "totally inexact."
I1KYAN MAKF.S FIVE SPEECHES

Job TIhu(tIiI to Have lleeu Work
ItojH Robbery Clever IMeer
of Work.
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READ THE CITIZEN
Tlu Clllien Rns tlm news
first; Tha Citizen Is ItHued at an Iwar
m'Ilcq Ute pooplo liave tinte U ntul ;
Tlie CRixen Is a nwinlsT ut the Asho-ctauI'm, lias an auxiliary nmvN
snrvk covering Hpecial titoriva and la
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ADVERTISE IN THE
CITIZEN
Because Cltlam advertlsementM get
remit and retail U alone are w hat
count.
PEOPLE

The (XUaen will be delivered anywhere tn the city by carrier for ekxty
By mail, fifty cent.
centM a month.
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ROAD ACROSS

-

Will Bring

Thieves, thought to be boys, en
tered the place of business of the Al
varado Rottling Works, 216 Vi Nort
Second street, Sunday night and ae
cured IS. 05. leaving practically no
clue to their identity.
The theft was really a clever piece
of work. The thieves climbed a tele
phone polo In the alley to the roof o
y
af
the building, which is a
fair with a small court in the center
court,
They walked on the roof to this
and, descending Into it, found the rest
easy. It la believed that they entered
throuuh a window about eight feet
from the ground, but the doors coul
have been easily forced. The mone
secured was In a National register.
J. C, Oilman, manager for the com
pany, said this morning that he oe
lieved the theft was committed by
boys who possibly had sold him bot
ties. The theft was undoubtedly com
tnltted by someone familiar with the
location of the money drawer and tn
building
one-stor-

MAKESJECISION HARO

FOREST

Santa Fe and Las Ve
gas Closer Together and Pro-

Killing ot

In making the survey the engineers
kept In mind the four things Impressed upon them: scenic beauty,
easy grade,
cost and
reasonable
avoidance of localities where the sun
would have no opportunity to melt
the snowbanks that might accumulate during the winter. As a conse
quence not a mile ot the. highway Is
located so as to cause danger of a
continued blockade by snow.
In no Instance does the grade ex
ceed the stipulated five per cent.
The estimated cost of building the
nfty-flv- e
miles of highway Is 1130,.
572.72 and Corbett and Smythe offer
to take the contract at that price. In
this estimate is Included a seventy-fiv- e
foot bridge over the Pecos and
numerous smaller bridges and cul
verts of native hewn timber. The
roadway Is to be not less than sixteen
feet at any point and at turnouts on
switchbacks it la to be twenty feet
In width.
The new work is to begin at the
top of the Dalton mest, where the
Indian' creek trail leaves the scenic
highway. To the Pecos river the new
road will follow more or less the In
dian Creek trail.
standpoint
From a scenic.
the
highway will be magnificent. Its utility is unquestioned for it will be the
only east and west road to cross the
national forest. Present roads are all
south and north, following the rivers
and streams, while but a few of the
disconnected trails run east and west
and only one forms any connecting
link and that a very meager one, be
tween the western and trie eastern
boundary of the forest. At the same
time, this road will be a highway be
tween Santa Fe and Las Vega that
will bring the towns nearer to each
other, than they ever have been be
fore, and that will attract tourl.ts by
the thousands for the road U bound
s
In a very short
to be
space of time.
world-fumou-

KNOX APPROVES

Can Re Made With

out llMtiirllng Public Welfare,
He Says.

Kalamazoo, Mich., Feb. 12. Sena'
tor Philander C Knox, in an address
before the Lincoln club at a banquet
here last night, ald. in part:
"There Is nothing In present condi
lions requiring any strain upon our
Institutions to supply a remedy for
any mischiefs that plague the public
and there are no mischiefs tne cor
rection of which may not be attained
without disturbing the public welfare
There is enough federal power. If not
enough federal legislation, to meet all
federal emergencies. There Is nothing
affecting the external affairs of the
nation or such Internal ones as are
committed to Us charge that Congress
cannot regulate; there Is nothing that
affects them Injuriously that Con
gress should not regulate, and there
is nothing which does not belong to
the federal Jurisdiction that Congress
should attempt to regulate."
MOLTEN

METAL

SIEEl

James M. Madden was found guilty
of murder in the third degree at Ber
nalillo last evening at 1:30 o'clock
for the murder of O. P. Hovey, a
school teacher, who was killed at his
home near Algodo'nes, Valencia coun
ty, May 2:1, 106.
The Jury recommended clemency.
The news was received in the city
this morning by telephone. Madden's
attorneys have asked for a new trial.
which Is now under consideration by
Judge Ira A. Abbott.
The case went to the Jury yester
day morning. Last evening about S
o'clock the foreman notified the court
the Jury could not agree. After reading the Jurors a little lecture, Judge
Abbott ordered them to try again.
which resulted two hours later In the
above verdict.
The killing of Hovey was said to
have been the result of a feud be
tween the two men which had existed
several years. On the afternoon of
May 22, according to the testimony.
Hovey drove to the home of Manuel
D. Qonrales, where .Madden was living. The evidence as to what took
place Just before the killing is conflicting. 'Witnesses for the defense
testified that Hovey had beaten Mad
den and that the killing was dona In
self defense. A son of tha man killed.
13 years ot age, testified that Madden
shot his father as tha latter entered
the house. The body was found lying
on the doorstep. Madden it 10 years
Id.

'

V

.y

.

Ortis on Trial

.,

charged with wife murder, was called
this morning.; The killing took place
In November, 1906, at Handla. an 'In
dian village In the Rio Grande valley.
a few miles north of Bernalillo. Attorney M. C. de Baca appears for the
defense. Attorney Redd appears for
The Jury retired at
the territory.
1:30 this afternoon.

...

HARRifJIAN

DENIES RUMOR

OF REDUCED

DIVIDENDS

Cliaraeterlxett Report tm Silly Kays
Complete Confidence Is All
Needed Now.
New York. Feb. 12.

OF

FEOERAl REGULATION
No Corrections

0. P. Hovey Said to Have

Been Result of Feud of Several Years Standing Guadalupe Ortiz on Trial.
Charged With Murder

vide Famous Trip for TouristsEasy Grade Promised the Entire Way

Santa Fe. Feb. 12. The englneer- New York, Feb. 12. Six autoino
ng firm of Coibett and Smythe, of
biles,
contesting In the New York Santa Fe, who were commissioned
to Purls race, started from Tlm;
by Clifford Plnciiot, chief of the bu
Square at Forty-secon- d
street and reau of forestry, to survey the scenic
Itioadwiiy ut 11:15 o'clock this morn' highway over the Pecos National for
Ing. to make the run to San FranciS' est, has completed the work and the
so, the first stage of the trip. A report shows the feasibility ot the
throng of several thousand
people plan. The estimate made by the firm
gathered to see the start and cheered s reasonable.

y

Buffalo, Feb. 12. William J. Bryan
arrived here today after delivering an
address at Niagara Falls under the
auspices of the Democratic committee. Beginning this afternoon he will
FRF-make five speeches here, a general
IMVNIAJTt
tiOBS
M
uin
address to women, a religious address
Chicago. Feb. IS. Mm. Dora
to
who haa been on trial since to the clergy, a political speech
address
io.j-- u. in on the charge of murder the general public, a patriotic fraternal
club and a
ing Webster Querin, was acquitted by at a private
speech to a fraternal organUatlon of
a Jury last night after six ana
which he ia a member. In Addition
it is
hours' deliberation,
he will receive visiting Democratic
that he will go to a sanitarium, as leaders
and attenJ a reception.
file is almost prostrated.
d.

From San Francisco Cars Will Be
Transported to Siberia. Where
tlc
Race Will be
Crowd Starts Motorists on Journey

Lawab-Idln- g

Night-Gloa-

n.

JNUSUALTES1

10 STEAL
as

ONLY EAST AND WEST

ARCTICS WILL PROVE

NOT OVERCOME

HAVEUTILE CHANCE

Hi-k-

-

BURNS

PLANT EMPLOYES

Furnace Hurst, Stuttering Liquid Over

B. If. Harrl-ma- n
stated yesterday that the current
rumor ot a reduction In Union Pacific
dividends at a coming directors' meet."
lng is silly. He said that while tha
net earnings have been somewhat reduced of late, they are still much In
excess of the amount required to
1

L11

LA

11

ilin

11,1

I IN

L

MIVIUCUU.

Discussing the general situation
Harrlman said: "A restoration of
complete confidence Is all that is
needed."

ACCEPT JAPANESE
FER

10 HELP

OF-

ENTERTAIN

Los AngclcN liexldeiiu Will Join With
Broun Men In Reception

to Fleet.

Feb. U. The American-Jarapprochement was the
feature of the meeting held yesterday
by the committee having In charge
the entertainment of the American
fleet w hen It reaches California. The
Japanese residents offered to help entertain Hear Admiral Evans and his
bluejackets, and the offer was accepted "in the spirit in which It was
made."
The members of the committee
passed a resolution designating tha
Japanese offer as "extraordinarily
magnanimous and praiseworthy."
Los Angeles,

panese

OOIXHIAIVVNS ENDORSE TAFT

Denver, Feb. 12. Resolutions endorsing the course of the national administration and favoring the nomiPittsburg, Pa, Feb. 1!. A dozen nation of Taft for the presidency were
men were burned, two of them fatal unanimously adopted by the Republy, lu a terrific explosion of molten lican state central committee of Colo,
steel at the Monongahela blast fur rado today. The resolutions were pre.
nace of the National Tube company sented by Governor Buchtel.
The
a McKeeeport near here, today.
committee decided to call the state
furnace,
plated
The huge steel
convention at Pueblo April 28 for the
hundred feet In height, burst at
purpose of choosing delegates to tha
met
liquid
tons
fifty
of
tap hole, and
national Republican convention.
spattering
floor,
al dropped to the
employed
In
over the workmen
the
MARKETS.
Now York. Feb. IS. On account
plant. liefore they had time to es
cape many were frightfully burned of the Lincoln birthday celebration,
and two of them sustained juch injur. the stock and other exchanges were
ie that they will probably die.
closed today.
Men (jrouptxl Near

May Die.

Two

i

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGB TWO

EVENING

CITIZEN.

Pacific Muatasil Life
Total Cash Income . .
Total Admitted Assets
Surplus to Policyholders
Paid to Policyholders

cost.
ILLUSTRATION
payable in case of Insured's death.
payable In oase of Insured's total disability.
50.00 'weekly Income In case of accident.
50.00 weekly Income in case of sickness.
Other amounts In the aame proportion.

$10,000.00
10,000.00

3ctat

1898
1904
1907

...

$34.98
32.89
32.29
31.84
31.10
31.61

$3.36
3.98
8.98
5.96
5.50
3.89

38.34
36.87
36.87
87.80
36.60
35.50

A Partial

A dividend

X.VME

of

1

thurukh

j

50.00
70.00
100.00

POLEDARPIE MEDINA
CARTER
XEAL E. C1HRLTON
ELI T. DAVIS
HILEY GEOR;E
CLYDE V. FLINT
JESSE WOOD
ARCADIA RAMIREZ
CHAS C. BRADERS
FRANK CARROLL
WEBSTER IH)ZE
EARL E. EIJJOTT

ANASTiao

50

2 55

U.IXEOS

VIIX

GUY X.

GEO. A. WOODEN
IRA C. CXMINER
1'KANK E. LESTER
CIIARIjEM F. HKiltKE
GUY H. PORTER
FEIJI'E I1ELIJIOU8E
PHILLIP ABRAHAM

F. C. LONG,

C

Dept.

URXCE

GEO.

W.

BEIJj

Xv
xv

- F.

x
rr
4.
.

,

"V

O

X

J.

X. M ...
ALBUQUERQUE, X. M. .
N.

.

M..

...

M..
M..
M..

7. II

.

M.

.

.

M..

.

M..
M. .

.

M.

X. M.
X. M.
M
M
M
M
M

Ut

. .

.

LORDSBURG, X.
LORDSBURG. X.
LYNX,

X.

M.
51.,

M.
M.
M.
M.,
M.

I.
M.
M.
M.

.

.

R ATOX,
RATON.
RATON,
RATOX,
RATOX,
RATOX.

X. M
X. M
X".

X.
.
X.
.
X.
.RATOX. X.
N,
. RATON,
. It TOX. N.
.

38.57
8.57
41.43
12.86
53.57
25.71
20.00
57.14
25.00

M.

M.
M.
M
M

.MKLROSK, X. M
PINOS ALTOS. X. M..

25.00
8.57
3.21
250.00
20.00
8.93
27.50
53.57
55.00
13.33
13.20
90.00
40.00
15.43
17.14
40.71
9.64
42,86
15.00
1.28
40.00
35.36
24.64
14.28
20.00
2.000.00
15.00
11.43
37.50
40.00
30.00
40.00
23.57
28.57
51.43
160.00
11.28
6.43
11.28
12.85
(18.57

M

.

,

M..

M

,US

.

.

M

US VEGAS, X.
.IJKS VEGAN, X.
.I..VS vfx;as, X.
VEGAS, X.
. KS VE(;.S, X.
.LAS VEGAS. N.
.LAS VEGAS X.
VEGAS, X.
. LAS
. UH
VEGAKt X.
VEOAS. X.
. I.As
.
VFJ1AS,
.
. UVS VFXJAS. X.
.LAS VEGAS, X.
. KS VEGAS,
X.

.

M..

M
M
M
M

.

.

M..

M

.CI.MARROX.
.CLMARHOX.
.DAWSOX, X.
.DAWSOX. X.
. DE.MING, X.
. DE.MIXG.
X.
.GAIJJ P, X.

.

.

X. M.

.CAKRIZOXO,
CHAM A, X.
.CILVMA. X.
.CHAMA, X.
.CHAMA. X.
.C1LMA, X.
.CILVMA, X.
. CILVMA, X.

.

M. .
M. .
M. .

.HA4HITA. X. M...
. HANOVER.
X'. M. .

. . . .

k.MOUXT
82.1 1
133.93
IH0.00
17.85

ALAMOGOKDO.

. ALBUQUERQUE,
.AIJU'QUERQUE.
. ALBl'Ql'ERQUE,
. ALBUQUERQUE.
. ALBUQUERQUE,
. AIJU'QUERQUE,
. AIJiUQUERQUE,
. A 1 JH'Q U El IQ U E,
. ALBUQUERQUE,
. ALBl'QUERQUE,
, AIJU'QUERQUE,
.ALBUQUERQUE,
. ALBl'Ql'ERQUE,

ARM

ARTHUR C. HENTZ
JOSEPH l. BIEJLMAN
J A M ES D. Ill SHOP
CHAS. R. BLYTHE
i
CHAS. R. HI.YTHE
W ILLI VM BOYD
1

.

ALBUO,UERQUE,

.CIMARROX. X.

MATIIEW J. TREVERTOX

Write for Agency.
h

..

ISAAC A. TACK

in every
town in New Mexico to sell
this popular form of insurance.

Supt.

. . .

IRVIV C. IIAULMAX
RUDOLPH HElNsOIIN
J.VMK F. JACKSON
ARTHUR MoKEXZIE
ALVEX U MITCHELI
ROBERT M. KLOAX

We want agents

Dollar-a-Mont-

. . .

GKXARA

" V
Cost
Per Month.
1

O..

ASA A. WLLKIXS
CHESTER A. WIIJJ.VMS
EGBERT B. BOYD
JOSE A. MARTINEZ

$1.00

$600.00
700.00
1000.00

fiLEXX

HAMP PALMElt
iK'HX RYAX

Illustration of Cost and Benefits for
Clas. "A" Risk
Illneii

JAR'1N

.....

of this depart-

Accidental
Death
Indemnity.

WM, S.

ADDRESS
AIJIUQUEHQUE, X. M..

X. M.. .
. ALBl'QUERQUE,
M. .
.

MIOHALL XASH
DAXACIANO XUAXES
HENDERSON CHAN LEY
PATRICK J. CHECK,
WILLIAM C. RTM3ELOW.
EDWARD K. HAZARD

any sickness,

"o,

$1,086,407
2.256.619
2.973.317
5.214,686

j

.ALBUQUERQUE,

HARDY
AIJIERT C. HICKS.
CRKSCENCIO LUCERO
TOMVS MAES
ORVIIJJC A. MATSON

ment is to provide Accident
and. Health Insurance for all
classes on monthly payments
of $1 .00 and up. This is the
most popular and perfect insurance sold to working people to
protect their loss in wages resulting from any accident or

IndemnHy.

.

1IKMIV IIOIJJDAY
PETER, J. RACK US
VINCENT I1IJXN
HAltOLO R. PINCH
CICAH. F. FOWLKR
CHAS. F. Fowi.rat
OTTO FllANK

Department

Monthly

.

5 per cent. I.

DoUar-a-Mon- th

The purpose

,

m.
i
NK1LL li. KIKL1
S. UOSKNWALO

ance.

'

Life Dept.

j

$ 5.412.577
12.436.325
19.575.188
25,240.349

j

BUSINESS IN FORCF

io.

Keep Your
Money at Home
Thp -PnMftn

Mltution and

-

..... .. a wepiern in- ""urn in uisnncuy
Its
laim
Immense aset only n

i
V

securities and tfo helps bulla up the
West. Burins 107 the rncirlc .Mutual loaned on
real estate In the territory covered by the Albue.-.-

querque Afteney $25,000.0. Thi Fum added to
the 13.824.77 paid In claims In
Mrxlco last
year represents a larger amount than
whs taken
out of the territory In premium collection. Moral;
Buy your insurance In the Pacific
Mutual and
you not only get the bej.t security possible
back
of your policy but you also help to bui'.d up your
own community.

.w

.

A Few
Testimonial Letters

Life Dept.

j

$ 18.522.754
34.076,805
57.700.202
102.724,411

List of Death, Accident and Health Claims Paid in New
Mexico Alone During 907

liKWIS MeINALIJ

Not a bad investment to have
thrown in with your life insur-

6

BUSINESS WRITTEN

INCOME

U.

I desire to say ait a policyholder In
the Pacific Mutual I have always been pleaded with the
methoj of doing business of your company and
have every faith in Its Integrity and good management, and feel that I can heartily recommend
it to any one desiring Insurance."
PROF. W. G. TIOHT.
President University of New Mexico.

1

Pacific Mutual how the lowest Net Cost,
real test because of the difference In
charged.
premiums

.A,

'

Plan

Which Is the

i

3orce, $102,724,411

in

Net
Annual
Premium. Dividend, Cost.

Name of Company
Equitable
Mutual Life
Mutual Life
Northwestern
PACIFIC MUTUAL.
Union Central

$

Business

ife

$ 3.401.964
5.054.789
7,413.538
14.151.770

1901

1

60.00
70.00
100.00

1

ASSETS

END OF YhAR

comparison of dividends
paid in 907 on policies issued
two years previous.

$

,

Increase in Assets
$ 1,430,206
Increase in Cash Income . . .
236,677
New Life Business Written - 25,240,349
Increase in Life Business in force 5,654,991

PROGRESS AND GAIN

A

Monthly
Accident
Indemnity.

5,214,686
14,151,770
1,316,959
,850,482

Company's Bonds, Stocks and Real Estate valued as of December 31, 1907, by appraisers appointed by the
Insurance Commissioner of Galifornia.

DIVIDENDS
ANNUALLY

ii

$

ramrAnr

waece Co

--

Policy provides the most perfect protection at minimum

3520 Payment Life

Inns

FORTIETH ANNUAL STATEMENT

Our Famous Combination

Age

nr.i)XE.sn.v,

237

.

.

2.28
10.00
--

.10.00

M

25.71
17.11
20.00

M

(10.00

M

53.57
27.85
51.28

M
M

M
M

NAME

ADDRESS

ROBERT C. BUEHXER
HARRISON'
II. BUTLER
G. FORREST CARMICHAEL
HARRY L. CHAMBERS
HARRY L. CHAMBERS
STEPHEN' CHEESEHOKO
EMMETT CHRISTAL
SIMON

OOHN

CLIXTOX D. CRABTREE
ARTHUR II. CURTIS
TIAS. K. DURBIX
JOHN'

A. FLANAGAN

EDWARD RASKINS
JXO, P. HICKS
W I LB EH L. HILL
WALTER K. HOPPE
CHAS. W. 1RVIX
JOHN LEWIS
GUY M. MoCOXXELL
JUAX S. MARTINEZ
liOUIS J. MAYFIELD
JAMES W. MIDDLETON
AVERY M. XYE
AVERY M. XYE
ELIAS ORTEZ

EUAS ORTfc
WM. PYLE8
JOHX P. ROPER
EDMUND C. SLEMMEK
VIRGIL SMITSOX
WIIJJ.VH SNEIJ.MAV
WM. WEIS
JULE F. WOOD
JOSEPH A. I1EI.I
T. T. CARROLL
WILLIAM R. BOND
JOHN H. CARMICHAEL
HOWARD H. CANS
THOMAS F. ESTEN
THOMAS F. ESTES
MICHAEL J. BREXNEN
ROY SILUJJCXBERGER
ARTHUR W. FALL
D1VID A. GIUMSLEY
CHESTER A. KELKEY
KM II JO TAPOYA
DARK) TRUYEQUE
PRIMITIVO VAUJ-ilOFRANK WIRE
CHARLES W. DUDROW..
ROY W. Fl'IVJIUGH
RICHARD W. POWERS. ..
KICIITOR DOI'MHIROXGE
WILLIAM A. TEN X E Y
MARTHA J. CLAYTON'
JOHN II. DUNN
ROBERT AUGLIN
HALF R. D. HASSELI
GEORGE BENSON
JACOB II
TIIOS. D. PATTOX
TIIOS. It. pvrmx
BEN P.. WARD
.

EUAS
.1.

II.

WEI.DON
INK LEY

S.

'

X. M
X'. M
X. M
X. M
X. M
X. M
RATOX, X. M
RATOX, X. M.J
RATOX, X. M
RATOX, X. M
RATOX, X. M
RATON, X. M
RATON, X. M
RATON, X. M
RATOX. X. M
RATON', X. M
RATOX, X. M
,.. RATOX, Xu M
RATOX, X. M..
RATOX, X. M
RATON, X. M
RATOX, X. M
RATOX, X. M
RATOX, X. M
RATOX, X. M
RATOX, X.. M
ItATOX, X. M
RATOX. X. M.
....RATON, X. M
RATOX, X. M
RATOX, X. M
RATON, X. M
RATOX, X. M
ROSWELL, X. M
ROSWEIJj, X. M
ROSWELL, X. M..
ROSWEIJi, X. M
ROSWEIJi, X. M
ROSWELL, X. M
ROSWELL, X. M
SAX MARCLVL, X. M
SAX MARCIAL, X'. M
SAX MARCIAL, X. M
SAX MARCIAL, X". M
SAX MARCIAL, X. M
S.VX MARCIAL, X. M
SAX MARCIAL, X. M
SAX MARCLVL, X. M
SAX MARCIAL, X. M
. . SANTA FE. X. M
. .SANTA FE. X. M.
. . SAXTA RITA, X. M
. . SAXTA ROSA, X. M
. . SILVER CITY, X. M . .
...SILVER CITY, X. M
TAOS, X. M
TUCUMCARI,
X. M,

TUCUMCARI, X.

M.

TUCUMCARI,
TUCUMCARI,
TUCUMCARI.

X,
N

M...
M..

.

X.
X.
X.
X.

M..

.

M..

.

i ucumcari.
TUCUMCARI.
TUCUMCARI,

ROSWELL.

TOTAL

WRITE FOR AGENCY
B. Schwentker, General

AMOUXT

RATOX,
RATOX,
RATON,
RATOX,
RATOX,
RATOX,

N,

M

M. .
M.
.

.
.

2,000.00
50.00
'.
60.00
34.28
102.86
21.43
22.86
50.00
180.00
12.86
41.43
1,000.00
11.43
11.43
34.28
15.00
17.14
12.86
10.00
24.64
12.50
38.57
57.14
17.14
8.57
18.21
38.57
15.00
48.57
32.86
14.28
30.00
210.00
13.92
17.14
80.00
16.54
22.14
169.64
2.500.00
10.00
90.00
135.00
23.57
25.71
37.50
40.00
10.00
17.14
302.14
60.00
20.00
19.28
50.00
20.71
8.00
28.57
30.00
51.43
15.00
10.71
31.43
61.28
20.00
30.00
.813,821.77
'.

.

'.

.

,

"I have been a policy holder in the Pacific
Mutual for several years and I take great pleasure in say'ng that the policy 1 hold for $5,000.00
Is the very finest 1 have ever seen.
It
Is my honest impress!.
that your policy cannot
be beaten."
REV. JOHN H. MURRAY,
Pastor FIrit M. E. Church.
Roswell. N. M.
"Being a policy holder In the Pacific Mutual
Life Insurance Company of California, I take
pleasure In stating that the treatment accorded
me by the company has been to my entire satisfaction, and I consider it as one, if not the most
substantial Insurance company in the West.
Their statements showing the condition and progress of company business Indicate the rauid
strides they are making In Increased Insurance,
ana i Deueve the present management of the com.
pany'a affairs to be in able hands, honestly administered."
J. H. VAUGHN,
Cashier First National Bank of Santa Fe.
"A a policy holder will say that I am mor
than satisfied that the $5,000.00 contract which I
have with your company is as good or better than
any I have ever seen or heard of.
"Will say the same for Mr. Jos. Bibo, who haj
a policy with you for a like amount."
.

'

Hecy. Bernalillo

BELIOMAX.

Mercantile Co.

"I beg to acknowledge receipt of your check
for $50.00 In payment for my accident claim. The
fact that you were able to write me a check for
the amount due immediately after presenting the
case to you was indeed satisfactory, to say tlie
least, and emphasizes the advantage of carrying
your accident Insurance with u company whi.h
gives its local general agent authority to adjust
claims."
h. H. UUTLF.R.
Manager Raion Supply Co.

I

"I um today in receipt of check for (82.14 in
payment for my recent claim for Illness. The
promptness of your company Is very commendable. I decided In favor of your policy six months
ago In preference to a half dozen others, and am
now more than ever convinced that a Combination Policy In the Pacific Mutual Is the best
money can buy."
FRANCISCO LUCHRO V MONTOYA.

ACCIDENT

DEPARTMENT
The Pacific Mutual is the third largest company in the United States writing Accident and
Health Insurance. Over
of the accident insurance in force In Albuquerque Is carried
In the Pacific Mutual.
The local general agent
hs authority to settle ull claims. This does away
with all unpleasant red tape and you are dealing
with a man on the ground instead of with a corporation thousands of miles aa.(-- . T'ulj fait alone
Is sufficient reason why you should cany your
accident Insurance in the Pacific Mutual.

1

two-thir-

Agent for New Mexico and El Paso, Texas

H. S. Barfield, District Manager, Roswell, New Mexico

i

Robert H. Rinehart, District Manager, El Paso, Texas

r

EVENING

'ALBUQUERQUE

pack

CITIZEN.

nmrn

origin In the fact that dust may paper:
"When you get thU. write,
be seen rising In the trail of the me," gave her name and address and
weed. But In the popular phrase of left the rest to fate. Within two days
"Mr
the day, the tumble weed certainly she received this telegram:
does "burn up the dirt" In getting hame 1 returning by tumble weed;
youra.
over the prairie.
look out for It. Sincerely
Human-lik- e
In Its propensities, the
After a month'a correspondence by
tumble weed seeks frequented paths.
And while one uch traveler may di- tumble weed, the romance culminated
verge from the beaten track, yet hun- In the usual way.
CMARJUEH
MIITON WARE.
dreds converge from miles on miles
course,
of expanse toward a well-woPREPARH VOW OONVKNTIO.N
and this fact has given rise to the
expression, "The tumble weed trail."
Chicago, Feb. 7. --Chairman Har.
However, It Is only a matter of time ry,
secretary.
new
with the
until this trail will assume Its place Klmer lover and tho subcommittee
with the Santa Fe trail, which haa in charge the arrange
In Kansas It Carried Corrcs the cinder beetle and other historic ments for the Republican national
feature of Kansas,
February
convention, will met
pondence for Lovers and AsOn a windy day it la an interesting 14. 16 and 1 to prepare for the
pastime to watch from a point of
sisted In Uniting Two Hearts vantage a long line of, say, a hundred
OASOMNK KXIIXIKI
migrating tumble weeds rolling steadChicago. iFeb. 12. Ten firemen
ily and swiftly along the trail. From
Kansas la growing haughty, scorn-f- a few feet to several yards apart, they were Injured, one probably fatally,
gasoline
No longer doe move on the even breast of the wind. by the explosion of a tank of
and corpulent.
with little variation in Intervening in a garage in which fire broke out
the emaciation of drought and star- distance
except In the cases of the today. The men were on a ladder alvation disfigure, her fine proportion. smaller weeds, over which the larger most directly over the tank.
Likewise, ahe U growing civilised, ones often leap.
and. Indeed, In some sections, esthetic.
New York. Feb. 1J. The British
The tumble weed being of compar
The buffalo and the Indian have gone atively regular habits and being n steamer Bagle Point, which haa been
hence to the "happy hunting ground." more changeable than the wma. thirty day en route from Iwondon for
although here and there still appears usually makea a round trip In about Philadelphia, was sighted yesterday
a "good Indian." In fact, almost the a week. The wind Diowg rrom me 270 mllee southeast of Snndy Hook by
only echo of early, tumultuous Jays north for three days, then turns and the steamer Vaderlana, wnicn ar
In Kansas excepting the legislature brings its "rolling stock" back with rived in port today. The Bagle Point
and an occasional political hair-pu- ll
it. Out of this transition ha grown had broken her shart.
Ing Is the tumble weed.
an unusual game among the Kansans
!
are
In western Kansa. where there
of the western section. The game
many miles of open country, cut here played somewhat after the following
narrow
standing
and there by a slough or a
fashion: Two contestants,
shallop- - stream, like a silver thread by the trail, will aelxe two passing
In the garment of prairie
where but tumble weeds of equal else, t6 riblittle timber Intervenes to check Its bons to them so as to make thent
headlong flight the tumble weed conspicuous, then turn them loose and
flourishes In all Its pristine glory and go about their business. If the wind
opulence.
blows two days In the same direction
When the spring winds begin to then the contestants return on the
play festively acro&s the prairies, the fourth day to await the tumble weeds.
tumble weed detaches itself from Its Their only hope of detaining the
birthplace and starts on its rotary weeds is to catch thent as they apjourney with the wind. With aim oat proach, for once past they simply
human sagacity it chooses the course vanish. No man ever chases a tumf least resistance, making a detour ble weed more than once.
Notes found In bottles out on the
to avoid a fringe of timber, skirting
g
hill or leaping now and open sea and addresses penciled on
then a meandering stream or a puny egg shells have their parallel In the
barbed wire fence that dares to prick romance of the tumble weed, as the
the face of nature. On 1t speeds, following Incident, delivered with afproves: A
sometimes for hundreds of miles and fidavit upon request,
beyond the limits of the state that young woman of a small western
nave It birth. The "speed of the town had a sort of pet tumble weed
which she usually noticed aa it passed
wind" l.i truly Its rate. There Is
I
I
trip. One day in
prevailing belief that the tumble weed on lta
ets fire to the grass. This notion ms playful mood she wrote on a slip of
It

THE ROMANCE OF
THE TUMBLE

rn

WEED

more you Itaow
Tlie Better you like

Tltae

i

Tlhe State
TrT

Jo

ALBUQUERQUE

ul

;

k

low-lyin-

Wheirlafilie!
(Golden WsSU

zr.

If you own a horse
TABhOID WASSAIli

Or How a Now Invention Injected
Portabilities Into a Harm-leaGame.
'

Tor-rihl-

PROVE ABILITY

n

s

Tl
jack
aurt6oop
tvkt uroriTI
JUST

dltions
40.88S
Number of encounters with
1,515
outlaws
Outlaws killed, wounded or
captured
12,991
10,906
Convictions secured
Number of constabulary killed
426
and wounded
It Is little wonder that the American officer who turned In this report
said: "These figure bear eloquent
witness to the usefulness to which
the constabulary has been put." And
then he adds: "In the year 1907 there
were but L'O desertions, which out of
a force of 5,000 men may be taken as
negligible."
Phlllipine Constabulary and What ever is said :n praise of tke
Filipino constabulary is said fully as
justly of the work of the Filipino
Scouts Give Promise of
scouts. The scouts, however, have
Loyalty to U. S.
had the advantage for the greater
part of the time of their service of
association with detachments of the
Washington, Feb. 11. Recent offi- - regular army, soldiers trained, tried
and second to none on the field of
clal reports, some of them not yet put action.
into print, make it apparent that if
Out la J bin I lltflit
tho United States ever has trouble
recently
Until
the constabulary, a
with a foreign power which shall un- name suggestive of
police duty only,
dertake to overrun the Philippines, was armed with the old Springfield
tho enemy will meet with a resistance single-fir- e
rifle, with no bayonet. The
not due entirely to the force of Amer- field duty of the constabulary has
been constant ever since the organican arms.
The Filipino constabulary and the ization whs formed and sworn into
Filipino scouts, two armed organlza-- , cervlte. As the figures given above
tions, the one serving under the civil go to show, the constabulary's engovernment and the other under the gagements with outlaw bands have
military authority of the islands, have been more than 1,100 in number. The
with
done field service of which tho sol- - enlisted men, being armed
diers of any army might be proud Sprlngflelds, without bayonets, have
..
rusneu oy me enemy umo
and have shown a loyalty which t
alter they had fired once, and
means that no flag but that of the '
with
United States can command their they have stood their ground
clubbed muskets against seemingly
courage and devotion.
of the foe,
A my ofllcers who have served in overwhelming numbers
No
the Philippines say that the consiab-- I armed with spears and boloa.
ulary, half police, half soldiers, ha4 member of the constabulary has
Their
the white feather.
in Its ranks men who will give ac- shown
count of themselves upon any field American officers have nothing but
against any kind of a foe, and that praise for them and say that if the
to many times
what is said of the constabulary is force could be enlargedproblem
of the
tho
Just as true of the scouts, whose ser- - Its present sizePhilippines
against invice Is entirely military and who are defense of the
attached to the army for the particu-- j vasion could be solved.
lar Kinu or service wnicn uo'ir imuic
In some of the districts of the Phil
suggests.
ippines there are tsill disturbing eleconstabulary
scouts
and
Philippine
ments. A curious story la told by
together form a force of nearly 10.000 the officials of the leader of a pariu
officers,
the
ofllcers and men. The
ticularly feavage band which makes
main, are Americans, but some of forays from the swamps and mounin
commissions
bearing
the Juniors
tains in one of the provinces near
the constabulary are Filipinos spe- - Manila. This leader. .Salvador by
In
time
work.
cinlly trained for the
name, succeeded in getting weather
these Juniors will ho'.d and will fill records from the Manila bureau withgreat
higher
and
rank
tho places of
in eight hours of the time they were
er responsibility.
i.ssued.
They forecast the weather
1oyal ami lH'iciidaldc
hours. Salconditions for thirty-si- x
EdK.
Hrlga lier
'larence
eneral
vador tuld the Ignorant natives that
wards, chief of the bureau of insular it would rain or be fair, and as his
urrurs, who has known the Philippine
rophecles generally came true, they
constabulary and scouts in town,
,iemlKo,l of him and rlid anv
i:id
'camp and field, says that they are a,hillK t)lat he asked. His following
force upon which dependence can be is noi yet su'.)dued, and there is still
placed to the very l.it. An oriicer wirk cut out for the constabulary
of general rank who has seen both the
the chief city of the islands.
constabulary and scouts In action
against that worst kind of an enemy.,
ISKOKK lll.lt SIIAIT
a hidden enemy, said recently that! hi:MI.K
STRAITS
TIIKOl t.H
ho wnul'd ask for no beUer command
than an army of 100,000 soldiers of
.lou nicy to Pacific foast
like courage caliber with which to
meet an enemy of eriual numbers, and
Ail ShlpM Arc
MoniUix
Thl
he would not care much If the color
.
Tturctlu-rof the skin of the enemy was tho
white of the Caucasian.
Punta Arenas, Feb. 12 (2 a. in.)
The Philippine constabulary has
been in existence about six years. The American battleships, accompaHere is the record of what it htis nied by the torpedo boat flotilla,
I'lurtreo1 the barbor at 1 o'clock on the
done:
5.241 ivay through the Western half of the
Firearms captured
5 77
Straits of Magellan to the Pacific
Stolen animals recovered
' co,ast of South America.
Number of patro's and expe- -
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ARE BACK

1

FLAG

Hobson and Longworth Retire
from Scene When
Phil-llpln- o

Delegates Arrive
Washington.

Feb. 12. All record
"congressional kid
members are being broken by the
attention the brown "kids" from th
Philippines are receiving In Congress
They are the distinct attractions, not
only of the galleries, but of the mem
bers and senators themselves.
Captain Richmond Pearson Hobso
of osculatory fame, and Nicholas
Longworth are "has beens" that no
longer receive the notice of up-t- o
date capltol guides. Kvery one i
Washington appears as proud of these
two resident commissioners,
lienittf
legarda and Pablo Ocampo Ue Leon
the Philippine islands have eent to
Washington, as young America is of
his redtops or W. llourke Cockran of
his latest forensic effort. They are
the real congressional oddity, for they
can speak in either the Senate or
House.
More at Home in tho House
Of course, the Senate has been
kind enough to grant these Filipinos
the same courtesies as the House, but
the commissioners feel more at home
in the informality of the lower oody
than among the dignified" members
if the senate.
With Its two new members Con
gress has been economical. Bach will
receive the regular salary of 17.500,
but the twenty cents a mile travel
gift is not for them. Two thousand
dollars apiece for each round trip is
their travel allowance.
Neither the House nor the Senate
was particularly prepared for them.
Although the authority for the selection of the commissioners was given
in the Philippine' organic act several years ago, It remained for the
first assembly last fall to make their
Then the commischoice possible.
sioners slipped across the Pacific and
presented themselves at the capital.
Conjrrowi Wasn't Kejuly for Tliem
Congress had not been thinking
much about their coming or their
going until they wanted to know
what rights "resident commissioners"
had In Congress. When they left
home one felt that the United States
would let them stay in Washington
only under surveillance, while the
other went so far as to believe that
they would have the right to vote In
the House, run down the corridor
and vote on the same measure In the
Senate.
The powers that be finally decided
that they should be given seats at
both ends of the capltol and the privileges of the floor, but not of voting.
of Interest
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'I'MTovK intra STORE.CANDIES.
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you know

IIO.MK. MA1E

that half his practical value depends upon the placement of his
shoes, and the condition of his feet. There is more to the farrier's craft than the mere nailing on of shoes. He must understand the structure of a horse's foot, he must be able to determine
the condition of the foot by its appearance, and he must be able
to so place the shoe that bad hoofs may be corrected, good hoofs
kept good, and the greatest amount of speed or draft power, as
the case maybe, secured to the horse; and the shoes must stick.

for a long time, and have
have specialized in horse-shoeialways kept these points in mind. That we have been successful is attested by the fact that for several years a large majority
of the fine horses of the city, and of visiting track horses, have
been shod in this shop.
We have special appliances for the i
shoeing of refractory anima!sthe only ones in the territory and
will guarantee to place a shoe on your bad horse or mule as
carefully as on any other, and without hurting him in the least.
NX

e

ng

us place his next set of shoes. If they
are not absolutely right .we will refund your money in full.
If you own a horse, let

Frank tk Triplet i
SUCCESSORS TO SMITH

3 IS

W.

Copper Ave.

&.

FRANK

Phone 781
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ll is not many decades since I'lii!" was In a position to in.ike
parisons with the I'nileil StateI'ur sixteen battleships puts m
tin- matter, and a inmv diemlly one.
-
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CITIZEN.
com
face on

F. H.

hnThe government In t'aiia-lsustained on the Jap. inc.-,-. quistlon
.'i.'. but It will lie noticed that the m mlgrai lo,, or tlo- yellow
Canada Is practically stopped.
la-e-
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THE ALBCQrEllQrrc CITI7.EX IS:
Hie leading Heputillcan tlnlly and weekly

FURNITURE, RUGS

Tn ft Is almost cert, (In to lie the
Roosevelt poliche have come to stay.
Republican nominee and lie will be fleeted with the understanding to continue the good work.

ANY

In New

The Panama canal commission
Is vanishing, but
cement.
a

the

newrler of " Southwest.
and the "Square Krai."

Tbe adToeato of Republican principle

6-Ho-

Acorn Range

le

is
a

In out stock

looking around for 4.a"ii.nn barrels of
greater monument will take Its place.

What nation would be foolish enough to lend Japan the money to fight
States?

!7

Tnlte--

FOR A VACATION AND REST

Meleo.

and Auxiliary News Service.

"WE GET THE NEWS FIUST."
"STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"

tFh

Farming

No difference what has brought you to New Mexico
health, recreation,
sport or observation you will like The Valley Ranch, at Pecos, N. M. Everybody does, and the reasons Is obvious.
There you find typical ranch life

with the privations cut ou.
There you can rest, read, walk, ride, drive,
They
shoot, fish, trap, or Just simply loaf, and no one will bother you.
have everything you could need on such an outing, from cattle and
to easy chairs, and all at your disposal.
Most picturesque scenery,
CAIili FOK MEETING OF THE TrnKITOlU Ah KKITBUCAN CENTRAL
beautiful roaas and puihs, bear or squirrels, as you prefer; good horses, tents,
COMAI1TTEE.
T
A meeting of the member of the Republican Territorial Central It cahlns or houses, fine board and last and best of all, a Jolly good crowd
Committee of the Territory of New Mexico, Is hereby called, to be
ladies and gentlemen.
V held at the Commercial club at Albuquerque, at 10 o'clock a. m., on It
AN1 YOU CAN'T SPEND MORE THAN NINE DOLLARS A WEEK.
9 the 18th day of February, A. D. 1908, for the purpose of designating
For further particulars, call at The Citizen office, or address Valley
V the time and place for the holding of a territorial convention, which
Ranch, Pecos, N. M.
convention will be held for the purpose of selecting delegates tn rep- V resent the territory of New Mexico tat the next national republican
during the
V convention, which has been called to meet at Chicago
4T
month of June next for the purpose of naming a candidate for presl- BUILDERS' AND FINISHERS' SUPPLIES
T
dent and for vice president of the United States; and naid meeting of
alflo, of V
V the territorial central committee Is called for the purpose,
Native and Chicago Lumber. Sherwln-WilliaPaint None Bet
V transacting such other business as may be properly brought up at said
ter. Ituilding Paper, Plaster, Lime, Cement, Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc
meeting. The apportionment and method of selecting delegates from
Etc.. Etc
9 each of the various counties will be arranged and provided at said
$ meeting.
V
A full attendance and every member of the committee is request- C. BALDRIDCE
Proxies will be recognized when held by persons
ed to be present.
residing In the same county wherein the member giving such proxy
e
resides.
rs
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Implements

Largest and Most Complete Line Ever Shown in This City
DEALERS:

We especially desire to call your attention

to our large line of

Walkice1
and Sulky PJows, Scotch, Steel and Disc Harrows, CultivatorsHav
Presses, the Improved Buckeye Mower the strongest and' most
satisfactory mower on the market at the present time, especially
aoapted for Alfa fa Fields. Siudebaker Wagons the only kind
worth buying or having. REFAIBS: We cany a complete
stock of
repairs for our line or goods.
-

Prices the Lowest

Quality the Best

Write for Prices and Descriptive Catalogues.

"
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Washington's birthday is charted for unusual honors tlii.s year.
Next to
being alive Is being dead w ith place certain In the history of patriotism.

bevt

inns.

A railroad ortlelnl says that ll took liKl.ann cars last yen- to handle the
In building more eats. The railroad Interess up pear to he
materials nied'-in pretty good si) ipe.

I

matter at the PostoMoe of Albuquerque.
Rntrral a wnl-cla- i
Mder Act of Congrwa of March S, 187V.

yi. 12!

r
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STRONG BLOCK

One branch of the Oklahoma legislature has enacted a law to prohibit
S5.00 the smoking of cigarettes.
Just as he women of New York are beginning
.60 the cowboys are quitting.

One jrnr by mall In advance
One month by mail
One month by carrier within city limit

i:t

V

-

by loo to

By the Citizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New Mwrtco.

THE ALBCQrEKQVE CITIZEN HAS:
The finest equipped Job department
The latent reports by Anrnxiated Ire

EVENING

m

J.

Mcintosh hardware

go.

Whole! and Retail

423 South First

I
S3

H. O. BURSUM.

f

Chairman.

tlMttllltTinitlttTTtttllUIIUri
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GIVE US A CHANCE
To figure on that bill of lumber.
Our lumber comes from our own
mills located in the best body of

cCd

So long as graj grow and water runs, and man tolls f ir gold, hidden
It
will hold a lure for the human heart, xays the Boston Oloue.

timber ln New Mexico.
A large stock
of dry spruce
dimension on hand. Why not buy
the b,est when it Is Just as cheap?
It will pay you to look Into this.

treasure

draws men to far and desert cquntrles, over high mountain rajiges, through
d
lckly swamps, among the
ruins of old cities, across tropic seas
to uninhabited Islands to foreign coasts and roadsteads In which galleons may
have sunk at their anchors in old sea fights, to wild bays and lochs where the
ships of the armada dove to their doom, around and' up and down the, world.
of him who tolls day
In a feverish quest for glittering wealth beyond the
'
by day In prosaic labor near his own roof-treWho has not read with eager-interethe myth of Kidd's buried loot? All
up and down the coast of America, on beaches, island, headlandj are hole 1n
the ground where men huve delved and sweated In search of that same treasure, which extols only In tradition and never was burled at all.
No more persistent Illusion has been harbored by generation after genf
eration than that Kidd burled great wealth In plunder along the New EngSome little Inquiry reveals that when the freebooter lay In Jail
land coast.
had brought
at Hontyii. p waiting deportation to England, all the treasure he government's
north with him from the West Indies was turned over to the
representatives by th owner of Gardiner's Island, In Long ls'snd sound, to
'"whom, an unw!!!!hg custodian. It had been Intrusted while th pirate came
In the state
to Uoston to make overtures for condonation of his crimes.
archives of Massachusetts may be found an inventory of all this treasure,
other
Tery carefully drawn, accounting for every shilling.. Kidd brought no
treasure to this coast, and what he left with his ship "In a cove In Hlspan-ialo,- "
was afterward sold to a merchant in the ranlh Island of St. Thomas.
"Vet In the minds of millions Kidd's treasure and Its vurted burial places
are as firmly intrenched us the legends of Mother Goose Hnd thi sacred myth
of Santa Claus In the heads of children.
The treasure seeker, whether sitting In his library and speeding his quest
on the storied page of history or romance, or actually voyaging to dive or,
dig, has always before him the tantalizing uncertainty that makes treasure
Always the great queshunting the most exciting of all human occupations.
Where?
tion Is before him:
Where Is the rich city of the Great Khan, of which Marco Polo left a
uap. where gold and silver were so common they were tradtd for flat money
made from thge Inner bark of the mulberry tree?
Where lies the great treasure Pope Innocent VII Is said to have burled
near the old impal palace of Avignon in the south of France?
Where 1s the treasure King John is supposed to have secretej In one of
hi oastlea?
Where- Is the wealth the Romans are supposed to have hurled ln the
mrmtt wall ln the north of Kngland?
Where Is the tomb of Alarlc, the Goth, "crammed with the richest spoils
of I he first sack of Home-'"- '
Where did Genserlc, the vandal, hide the five shiploads of gold, silver
nd Jewels he gathered in Italy and took tp Carthage?
Where- are the treasures of Solomon's temple and of Hahylon?
I
cave in which Attila stored his millions of
th HiiiiirHi-iuiWlw
plunder, and of which he strove to tell as he died?
Where is the fabled lake of Kl Dorado In the South American highlands
where the Indians sunk tons of gold in sacrificial ceremonies?
No less than a score of fruitless extires.
The treasure seeker
peditions, for example, have sailed to the Cocoa Islands, off the coast of Peru,
So eager
Each has cost a moderate- fortune.
to hunt for pirates' treasure.
and blood
has ben the search that rival parties have met on the Islands,
has been spilled. Still the treasure remains hidden to lur,. on future genera
tions.
s:ind-burle-
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BAD WIRING CAUSES
RIO
A

SERIOUS FIRE

Phone 8.

e.

i

ne-ve- r

GRANDE LUMBhH

Colorado Springs, Col., Feb. 5 Defective electric wiring Is supposed to
have been responsible for a fire early
today which for a time threatened
the destruction of the First National
bank building. The flames were discovered shortly after 3 o'clock In the
iear of a store ln that building and
spread to other parts of the building.
The loss will roach $75.01)0.

GO.

Cor. 3rd and Marquette

2000OSKi-C- 0

Convenience - Comfort - Security
The telephone makes the
duties lighter, the cares leaa
and the worries fewer.

The
preserve
telephone
your health, prolongs your life
and protect your home.

TOU NEED A TELEPHONE

IN TOTJR HOME.

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

The New Shoe Store
Next Door to Post Office
Wantn to See Yox.t

Poor workmanship and material in electric work is the same as
handing you a plated gold brick it comes cheaper than perfect
workand materials.
Thousands of dollars and many lives are lost each year by imperfect electrical work.
The time to avoid this crisis in your own home is when you are
having your electricaj work done.
Don't think because you may save 10 per cent or more on a
piece of work that you are really saving anything. Your work is
slighted and the materials of inferior quality, and some day you
more than pay the cost.

--

We have something good in Shoes to

show you. Shoe Prices: Ladies' $2 50
to $4.00; Men's $2.00 to $5.00;
s'
50c to $2.00.
4.
4
Chil-dren-

Simpier Clark Shoe Go.

-
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one. who now and their
"Have you ever noticed." said the
pauses to ifflect upon the things that were and are no more, "that the good
hearty old fashioned laugh has about passed into obscurity."
People don't laugh enough any
And again the reminiscent one is right.
They smile yes but a smile Is not a laugh It Is not the thing that
more.
For he who
one grow fat and puts dimples In pretty cheeeks.
niak
There are many kinds of
would smile well, must Iliyt laugh heartily.
laughs ami many kind of smiles as many almost as there are people.
Uut the old fashioned laugh was the spontaneous one that came- ripthat left a sunbeam on the cheeks and a
pling to the surface and overflowed
sparkle In the ey.
It
The old fashioned laugh was not a boisterous, hysterical outburst.
was not the harsh grating chuckle, one associates with a miser counting his
hoarded trwsure.
It was only a care free expression of a light heart, a clear conscience
and a healthy body.
Some
Instead We only smile now.
Hut its sped.- is well night extinct.
amiles are fell of pleasure, sorrow, hatred and what not.
All an- sort of hiding places 'for a variety of emotions, that none can
fathom.
It had no double
There was no deceit about the old fashioned laugh.
No child shrank from the old fashioned laugh as many do from
meaning.
.
day smile-aome varieties of the pret-enThe man who smiles the most today is not the same wort of a .man who
lie smiles as a matter of business peruse to laugh In the days gone by.
haps, or because he would feign the piejiHure that ln his he:irt he does not
possess.
old d.iys when a man slapped you on the back, grabbed
Hut in the g
your hand and worked It up and down like a pump handle and laughed as
ery woru ana
knew he meant it
he told you he was glad to see you.
ou laughed too.
Now he generally smiles .tnd you smile hack. What is there ll) his
Who knows?
amile?
-

-

THERE IS ONLY ONE BEST

IN EVERYTHING

IN

The MONTEZUMA GROCERY Co.

THE

COPPER AND THIRD

ELECTRICAL LINE AND YOU WILL ALWAYS FIND IT AT

Complete Line of Groceries. Direct Importers of Italian
Goods, Lucca Olive Oil, Macaroni, Ktc.

The
Reliance Electric and Construction
"
Company
502 West Central. Phone

The Montezuma Saloon

Fine Imported and Domestic Wines and Liquors. Family
Trade Solicited. Phone Orders Promptly Filled.

LORENZO GRADI, Prop.

VHEN UP TOWN, STOP AT

131

THE BAR OF COMMERCE
Largest and Oldest Place in the

EVERYTHING IN ELECTRICAL FIXTURES

LIQUORS AND CIGARS
Family Trade Solicited.

1

Telephone 036, and
Ooods will be Delivered at once

J

I
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1

ABr.Fvr
All New

km rfct pnni mi i in town
TabU,

and First

CU&s

Trcatrntot

J
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veteran of the Indian mutiny und the
number of HrUish
Crimean war. have been discovered in KngliBh workhouses an I a subscription
No
is under way for their relief. King Kdward heading the list with $5,250.
The brave men
reproach of this kind can rest against the I'nlted Stales.
who responded to lis call to arms have better place pruvidej for them than
4he a!mhoue.
A

Gty.

Finest Domestic and Imported

t

jtoldii-rs-

PHONE 1029

ADVERTISE IN THE CITIZEN

GRADI & GIAfiNlNI, Props.
109 South First Street

i

DEPOI

THE

BURNED

10

COLLECT

DAMAGES

Sheriff Morris, of pontlac, Illinois,
catne to Albuquerque, last night with
a prisoner whom he captured at Clo-vl- n
of six
yesterday after a cha
week., extending from Illinois to New
Mexico. The nrlaoner, John Coughln,
Ik charged with at'emptlng to defraud
the Pacific Express company out of
2:.,oo.
It Is charged that Coughln went to
a rtiirjnn near Pontlac and expressed
a package, which he alleged contained $:5.00, but which contained
only paper.
That night the depot
whs burned and it Is alleged that
Coughln set It afire with the Intention c.f burning his package and then
attempting to make the company pay
him the value he alleged.
He left town soon after and since
then the sheriff has bren searching
for him. A short time ago hi picture and description was sent to the
Albuquerque officer. hat Coughln did
not come here. He w;i discovered
through thff arrest of another man
at Clovis a short time ago. This man
was thought to be .Coughln and the

Pontlac sheriff was notified. The
sheriff came to New Mexico only to
discover that the man under arrest
was not Coughln, but while In Clovis
he located his man and yesterday
placed him under arrest.
Coughln was placed In the city Jail
Kennedy
over night by lieutenant
and was taken to Santa Fe this
morning. Sheriff Morris will secure
'he proper papers there and take his
man back to Pontlac for trial.
BIG ADVANCE
THE
InilicHlkMis

Greeted

ly Full House.

If large advance sales are any Indication, a full house will greet "The
Burgomaster"
at the Elks' opera
house Friday night. The sale of seats
was opened this morning at 8 o'clock
with a long line of buyers In line. The
registering was begun at 7 o'clock.
The nurchasers registered for num
ber varying from two to ten eat
each and within ten minutes arter tn
sale opened three hundred tickets had
been disposed of.

LATEST PHOTOGRAPHS OF
TWO PRESIDENTIAL

IS

Washington, Feb. 12. The following change have been made In

post-offic-

POSSIBILITIES

SY
State Advances. Build.

Ings Are Constructed and
Improvements Made
Colonel William M. Berger, lawyer
and new.iwper writer, real estate
lealer and town builder, and one of
the most plcturestque of the early day
pioneers of New Mexico Jiving today,
Is In he city from Helen, telling of
how he made ttioux scrip good on the
Wlllard townslte.
Wlllard Is the hub of the
valley nd one of the most thrifty of
the many towns along the Eastern
Hallway of New Mexico. Colonel
Merger Is the father of It. It Is now
a little over a year old and Is quite a
magnificent yearling. But It has not
become a city without the struggles
which usually attend and harrow tender shrubs and growing Cities.
The townnlte was obtained from the
government by Sioux serip. Mr. Ber-gbought it through a broker In
,
register of the
Denver.
government land office at Santa Fe,
said that Sioux scrip was good.
Then along came a man. Deziten- dorf by name, an inspector who had
the Integrity of an oftlce to maintain,
who questioned the validity of the
scrip. Land- - grabbers got wind of
the possibility of the scrip not being
good and there followed a number of
sleepless nights for people who had
bought lots In Wlllard and had not
Improved them and alao the owners
of the townslte. C ilonel Berger confesses that the situation was not altogether a bed of rose. Houses and
fences were built in the town of Wlllard over night. An 1 It might be
added that later they were torn down
over night. There were a few gun
plays.
However, none of the guns
went off.
Colonel Berger proceeded to get
buvs and made a trip down to Wash
ington to see the government land of
told
fice officials and Incidentally
President Roosevelt his troubles. On
Saturday Colonel Berger received a
telling
telegram, from Washington
him that It was all a mistake. There
never was any question as to the va
lldity of the scrip which had been
used on the "Wlllard townslte. The
department begged the Colonel's pardon fof causing all the trouble, but
the telegram said nothing about, the
expenses of two trips to Washington
necessitated by the trouble. But 50,
000 worth of lots have been sold on
the Wlllard townslte, bo there Is still
enough In the treasury of the town
site company to build a few more
good streets should they be made nec
essary by a spread of tne town.
Wlllard now boasts of business
LoU
houses valued at 1200,000.
which were sold by the townslte company a year ago for $150 are now
worth 11.000. There are four hotels
In the Dlace. all doing a large bus!
ness. A doxen real estate firms selling city and country property make H
has
A church
their headquarters.
risen there. Almost every business
Is well represented.
er
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In New Mexico:

BURGOMASTER Real
Will Ho

LISTEN:

in new mexico

SALE FOR

That IVrfonnance

Atrlsco, Bernalillo county, discontinued, patrons will be supplied from
Albuquerque.
Trenton, Quay county, discontinued, patrons will be served at Holland.
Arche C. Hall appointed postmaster at Cumberland, Chaves county.
Annie M. Bryan appointed postmistress at Cuates. Union county.
I'ostofflce established at Jonesvllle,
Quay county, and J. C. . Jones appointed postmaster.
The following pensions have been
granted In New Mexico through Delegate W. II. Andrews:
Wm. II. Baker, Hermauas, $12 per
month from March 25, 1907.
Ant. I'acheco, I'uerta de Luna, 112
pt-- r
month from April 18, 1907.
Felipe Montoya. Bernalillo, 412 per
month from April 1, 1907.
Juan J. Vigil, Chacon, J 15 per
month from April 8, 1907.
Stephen Provencher, tli per month
from January 17, 190S.
Wm. Young, Santa Kita. $12 per
month from August 11, 1907.
T. lioiimilvo. I'uerta de Luna. J20
per month from April 29, 1907.
per
Txinls Knesal. Morlartv. tl2
month from April 8, 1907.
ll
Doroteo Sandoval, Las
per month rrom April is, nui.
Jno. W. Sehultx. Steins. 112 per
m.mlli frnm Sontpmhfr !'K. 1A07.
Juan A. Oullegos, Canjllon, xi3 per
Miguel Flores, Gallsteo, $12 per
month from April 20, 1907.
Teodoro Ourule. Vallecltos, $20 per
monin trom maren in, iwi.
egas,
ia
Callxto Sanche. Imh
per month from May 14, 1907.
Pedro Alarld. Cas.ius,
xiz per
month from April 18, 1907.
per
. Wm. J. Hand, Ft. Bayard, $12
month from January 24, 1907.
$12
J. tl. Caldwell, Albuquerque,
per month from October 7, 1907.
Wm. M. Hamby, Reserve, $12 per
month from April 9. 1907.
Manuel Garcia y Narlega, Las Ve
gas. $12 per month from April 22,

" I figure that an advertisement placed in an
evening paper will be read at least four times as
well as one placed in a morning paper. The
reason is obvious: In the morning people are
too busy to read at any length. They look over
the headlines, and possibly read the articles that
are of special interest to them then throw the
paper aside. The day's work is before them,
and must be done. But in the evening the work
of the day is behind them, and they have the
time, and also a greater inclination, to read.
After supper, in easy chair and slippers, they
will take up the evening paper and read it to
the very last line."
These are the sentiments of one of Albuquerque's largest merchants. JThink it over and
decide if it is true.

ADVERTISE IN

THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN

I

Issued at an hour
when people have time to read

1907.

Ant. Chacon.. Tucumenrl, $12 per
month from April 18, 1907.
Tomas Caslas. Taos. $12 per month
from April 3. 1907.
Juan Ant. de Herrera, Oje Callente,
$15 per month from April 25, 1907
Franco Archuleta, Halls Peak, $12
per month from April 1, 1907
Luther Edson, Cedar Hill, $i2 per
month from April 6, 1907.
Librado Martinez, Ualllna, $12 per
month from April 15, 1907.
Jose de la Crux Pino, Gallsteo, $12
per month from April P, 1907
James M. Dufur. Laplata, $15 per
month from June 18. 1907.
Jose D. Sanchex, Albuquerque. $12
per month from March 27. 1907
Placldo Sandoval. El Porvenlr, $13
per month from March 22, 1907.
per
Gallsteo,
$20
Luis Angel,
month from May 7, 1907.
Ascension Chaves, Ribera, $20 per
month from April 15, 1907.
Guadalupe Ortlx Chapelle, $12 per
month from April 6, 1907.
Antonio Coco, Las Vegas, $12 per
month from April 1, 1907.
'Pedro Sandoval, Costilla. $12 per
month from April 16, 1907.
$12 per
Isidro Ortega Watrous,
month from April 19, 1967.
Ant, PortUlos, Montoya, $15 per
month from April 6, 1907.
$12
Carlos Trujillo, Trementlna,
per month from April 12, 1907.
Carmel Romero, Santa Fi 12 per
A TIP FOR FAT WOMEN
month from April 3, 1907.
Arne Agle, Fort Bayard, $$ pef
from August 20, 1907.
month
years
of
excess
fat
In a few
that
yours will become a bad habit ImI wish that I might talk with all
possible to break. Better take time
by the forelock and reduce now in a tick ones about the actual cause of
natural way if you would keep Intact Stomach, Heart and Kidney ailments.
how weak
the youthful symmetry of 20 through To explain In person
the, trying years of middle age. Uo Stomach nerves lead to Stomach
to the druggist and ask him for Vt weakness, I am sure would Interest
ounce Marmola, Vi ounce Fluid Ex all. And It is the same with weak
Hearts or weak Kidneys. This Is why
tract Casrara Aromatic, and 3 V4 my
prescription Dr. Shoop's Restoounces Syrup Simplex. Take a
so promptly reaches ailments
after meals and at bedtime. rative Stomach,
Heart and Kidneys.
Mix them at home If you wish, but of the
see that the 'Marmola comes to you It Is wrong to drug the Stomach or
or Kidneys.
s'irr.ulate the Heart
in a sealed package.
This mixture makes firm fleshed, These weak Inside nerves simply
women out of flabby need more strength. My Restorative
made extheir is the only prescription
shapeless ones. It animates
stomachs to burn up the food fats in pressly for these nerves. Next to seestead of allowing them to gather at ing you personally, will be to mall
the waist line. Without disturbing you free, my new booklet entitled,
the diet or requiring exercise to help "What To Do." I will also send the
It out it dissolves the fat away just book today. It will surely Interest
where needed 'the most. It has been you. Address Dr. Shoop. Box 8, Raknown to melt away harmlessly as cine. Wis. All dealers.
much as IS ounces a day without
causing a single wrinkle.
COMING FVFNTS
ul

A Dure for Misery.
"I have found a cure for the misery malaria poison produces," says
It. M. James, of Louellen, S. C. "It's
called Electric Bitters, and comes In
60 cent bottles. It breaks up a case
of chills or a bilious attack In almost
no time; and It puts yellow Jaundice
clean out of commission." This great
tonic medicine and blood purifier
gives quick relief In all stomach, liver and kidney complaints and the
misery of lame back. Sold under
guarantee at All Dealers.
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ROOTS AND HERBS
A SAFE MD RELIAEIE BLOOD PIMFIEH
In the time of our forefathers the forests and fwUU were the only laboratories fio::i wav.h the couM procure their merlicines.
Thcv searthexl out
- renv'-dics- ,
and cow pounded the different roots, herh nn
tnanv of
ir
which h.if br-handed down to succet.'.inj
and contiuuoiisly
used wit'i satisfactory results. Amonj the rv bent .f t::e-,- old time preparations is .s. S. S., a
ruae entire-.- f:- :n rnu'.s, herbs ami barks,
as to make it the jrreutest of a'.l blood purifiers.
in .such com'.-.n.itioTins
absolute
purity cf S. S. S. makes it Uk-- ore medicine that may be
used without fear of harmful results in any wav.
Most blood medicines on
the m;'vkct contain, mercury, potash, or some other strong 'itinera!. These
act with bad ellect on the system, upsetting the stomach, interfering with
thedipestmn, aiTecting the bowels, and when used for a prolonged period of
time often cause salivation. No such effects ever result from the use of
S. S. S . and it may be taken by children as safely as by older people.
For
Rheumatism. Cut ;rrh, S res and I'h ers, Malaria. Scrofula. Skin Diseases,
and all other ti jti'j'.cs caused by impure
poisoned blood, S. S. S. is a perfect remedy.
It pots down into the emulation and removes all poisons,
impurities, humors or unhealthy matter, and makes the blood pure and rich.
It eliminates every p.irticle of the taint of inherited blood trouble, purifies and
itrengthc'is the weak, deteriorated blood, and establishes the foundation
for good ii -- filth. S. S. S. is Nature's Hlood 1'urilier. and its many years of
liuecessf-:service. tv:tli a steadily increasing demand for it, is the best evi.
dence of i's v i'"ie in a'l L!ovl troublf-s- .
Bok on the blood and any medical
dviee Jree of ca- -e.
JUE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA
1

ver-'taM-

1

The Burgomaster.
Are Tou Craxy?
Vendetta.
The Man on the Box.

14
18
19

tlio nusinoas.
Mr. E. E. Chamberlain, of Clinton,
lio Were
Two Men,
liu1iig lite
says of Bucklen's Arnica
Maine,
IWrivury, Arret, ted by
Salve.
Offioera Here,
"It does the business; I have
used it for plies and it cured them.
Two men, who are charged with Applied It to an old sore and it
leaving Las Vegas without settling healed It without leaving a scar be
their board bills, were arrested last hind." 25c. at AH Dealers.
night on warrants sent here. One of
the men, J. J. Glenn was arrested by
Lieutenant Kennedy at the Santa Fe raMK3C0CC0'
depot last night as he was preparing
to board a train south, but the other,
McLaren hid out until the train came
In and succeeded in getting as far
a. Socorro.
He was arrested there
on information sent by Lieutenant
Kennedy, who will go after him to-

day.

The two men had passes to El
Paso. As soon as they left Las Ve-nwarrants were sworn out and
were
brought here. The warrants
given to Lieutenant Kennedy and he
succeeded in finding Glenn after a
short search, but was unable to locate McLaren. After bringing McLaren from Socorro Lieutenant Ken-nei.- y
will probably take
the two
men to Iaa Vegas, where they will be
tried.
m

To Cure a Cold In One Da 7.
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
Tauiet.. Druggists refund money If
it falls to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
signature is on each box. lie.

IKm

THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

First and Marquette

Roofing

Albtfqeefqtie, New Mexico

J.

D. Eakin. President
O. Qlomt, Vice President.

Chaa. MellnL Secretary
O. Bachschl, Treasurer.

I

Consolidated Liquor Company

-

MELIXI

o

Successors to
EAKIN, and BAGHECHI
WHOLKBALK DmALKB If

GIOMI

Wines, Liquors and Cigars

DeWUt's Carbollxed Witch Haael
Salve is especially good for plies. Sold
by J. H. O'Rlelly Co.

W

Ittp irtrytblof lu $to$k

utnt

f

wtti inioii9i ear tvmpwi

if

appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest for Jnm. HHave
. JlT
. ..
Knhlitz. Wm. I
atwl H- - Ionia A It
firron River. W. II. Mo Brayer's Cfcdar BrJok, Louts Hunter.
Monarch, and other brands of whiskios too numerous to mention.
WE ARE ,OT COMPOUNDERS
El1..?,11. the t,ra,Kht fUcle
received from, the
Ulstlllerles and Breweries In the United States. Callbestand Wlnerlee
our Stock and prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue andinspect
Price
List. Isbued to dealers on.y.

n.

bA-- n

m

BMILY
TRAIN SERVICE

Amarillo
Ro swell
Carlsbad

Ti

00De004KK)4C
J Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine

Works

m.

. HALL. frO0rt0tor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars: Shaft
Ings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal;
Columns and Iron

TO

Fronts for Buildings.
mm Mmolunmrr m Bpimity
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque,
mmpmlr

em Mining mmO

N. Hi

mocKmxOBOBOBvBx3m3Bcmom

COAL

and all points In
Pecos Valley

AMERICAN BLOCK.

LUMP.

CERRXLLOS
All points In the Valley reached

ANTHRACITE

one day. Trains leave Albuquerque 7:05 a. m. dally, arriving at Amarillo 10:46 p. m Ros-we- il
9:45 p. m. Carlsbad 1 a. m.
Returning leave Carlsbad 4 a. m.,
Roswell 7 a. m. Amarillo 8:20 a.
m. Arriving Albuquerque 10:45 p.
m. Call st ticket office for full
particulars.
in

Furnace.
Mixed.

Nat.
CLEAN GAS

I'OIt

A

DELIGHTFUL Sl'PI'EIi
Try some rolls of our baking. De
licious? Wei!, hundreds of people In
town not only think so but know so.
Our rolls of several kinds to please
different people are
light.
crisp
and tasty. Suppose you give us an
order for bo many a day for a trial

Pioneer Bakery,
207 South

Firt St

THIRD STREET

$250,000

WOOD
TELETHON E

V.

Moat Market

tl.

II, HAW! & GO.
Y
MILLINER
- TO - DATE BTYLera

UP-

AT COST

Ladle'

week.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Capital and
Surplus

(ORE.

SMITHING COAL.
NATTVK KIND LINO.
FOR CASH ONLY.

T. E. PURDY, Agent

First National
Bank
United States
Depository

Mote

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex

Keep your feet warm and dry and
colds will lose their terrors for you.
Tou can do this at a very small out-la- v
of money by buying a pair of our
ntit tonkins- rubber shoes. All slses
for men, women and children. Prices
range from 50e to 85c. C. Mays snos
tore, $14 West Central avenue,
most pronounced of the reactionary
leaders.

well-form-

Y

FAGB FTV3

CHANGES IN POST0FF1CES

TOWN OF

LITTLE

CITIZEN.

EVENING

aXBUQUERQUE

I'RICES

Tailoring mno
OraMtmaklng

MIXS CRANE

B1

M.

tstf .Man

W. L. TRIMBLE
LTVBUT,

8AIJS.
TKANSFKK

FTO-Z-

&
)

CO.
AND

HrrAJULES.

Kind of Freali ami Salt He
BM'ani haii"ure Factory.
L'llir. ULU'VUAUT
Masonlo Building. North Third fttre

Horses and Mules Bought and
cnangea.

Subscribe for The rtusxa
the nw.

Second Street between Central
Copper Avenue.

All

BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE

CITi

aw

'ALBUQUERQUE

EYENING

CITIZEN.

Queen Quality and Red Cross Shoes for Women
STANDARD PATTERNS
Warner's Corsets, Merode and Munsing Underwear, Topsy Hosiery

We are

sole agents.

Order by mail.

rwith the fe?

Send for samples.

J

THE
GOLDEN RULE DRY GOOD S
COMPANY
"HARK!

THE TIME HAS COME"

FOR OUR ANNUAL FEBRUARY

CASH CLEARANCE SALE
Almost Everything in this Big Store on Sale
REDUCED PRICES ON ALL

WAISTS, COATS, SUITS, SKIRTS.
Muslin and Knit Underwear; Kiriionas, House Sacques and Lounging Robes; Satine and Silk Petticoats;
Aprons, Dress Goods and Silks; Kid Gloves and Ribbons; Sheets and Pillow Cases; Muslins, Cambrics

and Longcloths; Dress Goods and Fancy Silks; Wash Goods and White Goods; Table Linens, Napkins
and Towels; Laces and Embroideries; Corsets and Hosiery.

NOTIONS, WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S SHOES

SALE BEGINS

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 5th
1

And

lasts ten days

WEDNEMAV,

a

ALBUQITEKQHE'

FKRKVARY 1J, 1WS.

EVKNIM) ' C1TI2EN

J.

GOLDEN RULE DRY GOODS COMPANY CLOTHING SECTION
GREAT TEN DAYS,

;

CASH CI F ARANCE
Xia

jib La .E

limrA JLlntd

Men's and Boys' Clothing and Furnishings

Everything Reduced

Entire Stock on Sale

If you are going to need any new clothes it will pay you to buy them here during our Great Ten Days' Cash Clearance Sale
The clever clothes that are offered at this eventful cash clearance sale
THIS IS POSITIVELY A
of America's most talented clothes builders
exactingly tailored throughout accurate in fit correctly fashioned attire
that will supremely satisfy and give you lasting service. The same ster-

arethe proud productions

Nothing Charged to anyone :
sent on approval

ling qualities always obtainable at our store go in this sweeping cash
clearance sale at prices that positively do not cover the cost of the fabrics
employed in their construction. SCHWAB'S HONEST CLOTHES.

J&clluraflS Honest

MEN'S HATS

MEN'S PANTS

In all styles and colorings, the
latest designs in soft and stiff
hats at ridiculously low prices.
Regular 2.50 values, choice 1.65
3.00 values, choice 2.15
3.50 values, 2.90

EXTRA SPECIAL One Big Lot
of Men's Pants worth from
3.50 to 5.00 the pair. Broken Sizes. Cash Clearance Sale
price

Sweaters Clearance

Lot No.

1

consists of

our entire stock of

Sale prices Your choice of any
sweater that sold for 75c, choice
40c.
Sweater that sold for 1.25, your
choice 75c.

Sweater that sold for 2.50, your
--

choice 1.40.

Men's Suits, worth
regular from $1 1 to
$14. This lot in-

Sweater that sold for 3.50, your

cludes Blue Worsteds, fancy cheviots

300 prs. Men's Shoes

choice 1.95.

OVERCOATS Woolen
if the time to buy an over

"Now

roat at a reduction of

off
$12 overcoats
$8; 515 overcoats 310; S18
overcoats J 12, etc
1-

-3

regular price.

Boys' and Children's

Overcoats

At just
price-S- O
.

off regular
per cent' reduction on
entire stock

one-ha- lf

.

20

Reduction

on our entire stock

of

Youths', Boys
and Children's
Suits
during

nd

price, 75c
All woolen and flannel shirts
that sold regular from 1.50 to
2.00, cash clearance sale price 1.00
Worth 2.50 to 3.00, sale price 1.65
Worth 3.00 to 3.50, sale price 2.00

BOW TIES
50 dozen men's Bow Ties, worth
15

to 25c each, clearance

great 1 0 days' cash
clearance sale.

tk--

SHIRT SPECIAL

sale price

5c EACH

PER SUIT

$1.60 per pair

See Window Display

Trunks, Suit Cases
and Bags
--

4r

;

20 per cent reduction on

entire stock Trunks, Suit
Cases and Bags.

SALE BEGINS:

See Window
Display

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY. 15th
AND LASTS TEN DAYS

greatest

Clothing
bargain ever offered. The season's

styles and
patterns in double
and single breasted
sack suits.

At your disposal

t

100 dozen Men's Work Shirts. Neat and
pretty patterns worth regular 50
Af
to 65c each. Clearance Sale Price
"C

LotiNo. 2 The

latest

entire lot on sale at
the cash clearance
price of

$7.65

ISSsmrauini

Flannel Shirts

a--

Sold regularly at from $1.75 to $2.00 a
pair cash ; clearance sale price

1

25 dozen men's flannel shirts,
worth 1.25, cash clearance sale

7

and grey mixtures.
We have placed this

No goods

Men's 1,75 to 2.00 pants, sale
price 1.00
Men's 2.50 to 3.50 pants, sale
price 2.15
Men's 4.00 to 6.00 pants, sale
price 3.85

Men's Golf Shirts
Men's regular 75c values, sale
price 59c each.
Entire stock of men's golf shirts,
never sold for less than 1.25,
clearance sale price 95 c.
All other golf or negligee shirts
from 10 to 20 per cent reduction.

: :

$2.85

5.00 values, 3.90

SUITS

CASH CLEARANCE SALE

SkhlDab'TRULY

we have placed on
sale our entire stock
of men's suits, regular values from $15
to $19, at the clearance sale price of

$12.75
THESUIT

See
Big Window
Display

r.ui:
THESE

ALMTQUKHQITE

i:i(iHT

CHINAMEN

ARE GOLDEN RULE

TO

are limited

in

number, the lines

In

OPEN most part are quite complete.

the

PERSONAL
ParagrapHs

The clothing department, with a
large line of Srhultz's St. Ixul ll'-suits on display, will attract attention
from the men during this sale. The
values are the greatest ever offered In
Alnuiiuerue. Men's shoes are also
to be found among the bargains.
l

SALE

Albuquerque Yellow Men Begins Saturday Morning With
TO ATTEND FUNERAL
Big Display of Seasonable
Regard Sleep as Luxury to
Srr!TI for A. I.. Mclllmrtly Will Im
be Taken Moderately
Goods at Best Prices
ltlil Tomorrow Morning
y
Living In n
frame building in block 3U on South Second
street in this city I a Chinaman who
get hi rice and tea from China under lie euphnniou name )T Chong
Jj-He Is a little yellow man not
over five feet in height and with him
abides two other Chinamen equally
an yellow but much smaller In stature. Their chief ambition in life is
to "get the money." then "some day
go back to China," and with thla object alway In view, they work twenty
'hours a da. In fact, wime who
know them doubt if they ever sleep.
No one has ever found any of them
asleep, Ms far as has been discovered.
Iteeently a person living across the
street was confined to a sleepless bed.
It was with a great deal of interest
that thl person watched the wiry,
tireless figures of these three Chinamen working night and day. Oil Is
burned all night long. It must be admitted, however, that there are time
when the little laundry seems devoid
of life. The hours when quiet falls
over the place are from 2 o'clock to
6 o'clock In the morning, and some
times these hours are used by the dill-geworkers. Jf the washing to be
done Is large, sleep must wait, and
even when all seems quiet within, a
knock on the door brings a toddling
yellow figure from the passage-wa- y
in the rear, all dressed and ready for
- i
work.
The first real stir about the place
comes with 6 o'clock, when Chong
Lee opens the door of hia place and
ambles forth to sweep the sidewalk.
feet of walk In front
The twenty-fiv- e
of his laundry Is the only part of the
block that Is never neglected. The
rubbing la done In the early morning.
If It is Saturday there are a lot of
clothes, fresh and clean, to be delivered. Seven wagonloads of clean
clothing piled as high as they would
afely ride have been seen to leave
the place during a single day. Three
wagonloads Is only an ordinary day's
work, to say nothing of the many
bundles which people call for. The
money returns for this, work can be
summed up principally as profits, as
there is very little cost besides energy. The soap and bluing and starch
ere small Items In the art of washing
clothes, as the Chinaman knows It
The Ironing Is done In the afternoon
and at night. The work is all done
with feverish haste and there Is no
letting up In the pace.
What chance . has American labor
Against a ame like this one?
one-stor-

1

nt
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CRYING FOIl HELP.
Ixtts Of

It

In Albuqueroiu

But Dailf
Growing Less.
The kidneys cry for help.
Not an organ in the whole body so
delicately constructed.
Not one so important to health.
The kidneys are the filters of the
blood.
When they fail the blood becomes
foul and poisonous.
. There can be no health where ther
ft poisoned blood.
Backache Is one of the first Indications of kidney trouble.
It is the kidneys' cry for help.

Used

It.

Doan's Kidney Pills sre what Is
wanted.
Are Just what overworked kidneys
need.
They strengthen and Invigorate the
kidneys; help them to do their work;
never fall to cure any case of kidney
disease.
Read the proof from an Albuquerque citizen:
Mrs. E. Fournelle, living at 403 S.
Broadway, Albuquerque, N. M., says:
"I have recommended Doan's Kidney
Pills to a great many of my friends
and acquaintances, and they have
learned of a valuable medicine and,
like myself, appreciate it exceedingly.
Two years ago I took Doan's Kidney
Pills, using in all three boxes, and
was cured of pain in my back, a
trouble which I had for a good many
years. I was also greatly relieved of
rheumatism at the time and have
never been bothered with this complaint since. There Is no question as
to the virtue of Doan's Kidneys Pills."
For sale by all dealers. Price 60o
Foster-Milbur- n
Co., Buffalo, N. Y.,
sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name Doan's and
MS
take no other.
Heavy, impure blood makes a muddy, pimply complexion, headaches,
nausea. Indigestion. Thin blood makes
you weak, pale, sickly. Burdock Blood
Hitters nrakes the blood rich, red,
pure restores perfect health.

At 9 o'clock Saturday morning the
liol'len Rule Dry Ootids company will
begin the jrreatet
bargain counter
sale ever in this city. In scope and variety of goods. In prices and In seasonable offerings.
This is not Idle talk or fiction but
if hacked up by a dry goods house
which has earned through years of
honest business transactions the confidence of every man. woman and
chllJ In the city. The announcement
accompanied by a douof this sale
ble page ad., setting forth In detail
Just what the articles to be offered
are and what they will be sold for.
This Is fair advertising to the customer.
Some of the good offered are of
the winter variety, which will be disposed of because it is the disposition
of the Oolden Kule Dry Goods com
pany not to carry goods from one
year to another If anything like the
cost price can be secured In u sacri
fice. Then there Is a variety of goods
that are seasonable.
Now, at this point comes one of the
features of the sale which the Golden
Uule Dry (Joods company opens on
SaturJay. Much of the new goods
purchused for spring and summer
These will he
trade have arrived.
placed on sale at prices not sacri
but with reasonable discounts
fices
from the price which will be asked
when the sale Is over.
Two of the features of the sale will
be Warner's corsets for women and
Topsy hosiery for women and children. Another one which will make a
decided hit with the ladles will be
an elegant spring line of white and
wash goods, laces and embroideries.
The entire dress goods stock of the
company, w hich is conceded to be the
largest In the southwest even us
large as any stores in Denver and
Kansas City Is on sale at prices cut
almost to the quick. Every dress pattern in the store will be placed on sale
at a greatly reduced price.
in this depurtment will be found a
large and select stock of black dress
goods and white woolens, over 200
selections in all.
The new spring styles In ladles' and
children's shoes have arrived and will
be found in Cjueen Quality and Red(
Cross makes, placaruea ana reuuceu.
It might be well to say that the stock
Is as yet unbroken and probably contains some pleasing surprises as well
as bargains.
With special pride the management
to a
this morning called attention
complete line of new embroideries and
insertions, which will w offered at
Quality
20 to 30 per cent reduction.
considered, these trimmings will be
ottered at a price much less than taey
can be purchased for any place eUe
la the city.
Kitty styles of white iawn waists for
spring wear will be sold for SI and
S1.20 each, and an elegant line of si'"
dress waists which have been selling
for prices ascending from 17.50 to
$20. will ' have these prices cut in
half.
Tne most splendid line of ladies'
opera cloaks, matinee Ideals, so to
speak, will suffer a reduction of iO
per cent.
iSilk petticoats auJ the McUee &
Gilherta patent petticoats in silk and
satine will fall with the rest. And a
large and fascinating line of ladies'
walking skirts in all styles and lengths
are doomed to a big reduction.
The spring tailored suits have arrived and will be offered at bargains
at the sale. The reduction will be 10
per cent from what the price will be
when the sale Is over. These suits
are the selections of Mr. J. A. Weln-manthe buyer for the company,
who Is now in New York.
The knit and muslin underwear department will no doubt attract more
than Its share of attention as every
article will be cut and the line Is the
largest In the southwest. In It will
be found every weight, size and quul-it- y
for men, women and children, In
the celebrated Merode and Munslng
makes.
The Golden Rule Dry Goods company is the sole agent for Standard
fashion patterns.
The sale will cover all of the above
mentioned goods and many others.
The bargains can be better ascertained by a glance at the advertlwe-tnen- t
The. store covers the ent.re
corner of the block, has a
frontage and is 14i feet long. Every
foot of the floor space Is utilised. A
remarkable change is being made for
the coming sales in the way of placing the counters for the display of
goods. Forty clerks will be employed
during the four days the sale will con
tinue. While some of the bargains
L

n,

Adopt ltmnliitionft.
Mtilhardy,
The funeral of A.
hospital,
who died at St. Joseph's
will be held tomorrow morning from
the Church of the Immaculate Conception, where solemn requiem mass
will be said by the pastor. Kev. Fr.
A. Mandalaii.
The mass will be at
tended by the Knight of Columbus
in a body, us Mr. Mclihurdy was a
member of that order.
For this purpose, a meeting of the
Knight of Columbus was held last
night. All will assemble at 8:30 o'clock
tomorrow morning at the Strong undertaking apartments,
from where
ttu-will march In a body to the
church, accompanying the remains.
At the special meeting last night,
the following resolutions, simple but
expressive, were adopted and a copy
to the
of them will be forwardul
relatives today. The evolutions are
as follows:
Whereas, Death has claimed our
Brother, A. L. Mtilhardy, one who In
life responded to the noblest Ideals of
the Order of Knights of Columbus,
and
Whereas, In common with his family, we share the loss of one who In
his relations to all, offered an example that we could with benefit
contemplate, and with wisdom follow.
Be It Resolved, That the Albuquerque Council. Knights of Columbus,
extend to the bereaved family In faraway Canada, the sympathy that is
the essence of the Order, and
Be It Further Resolved, That the
charter of this Council be draped In
mourning for the space of thirty days
and
a
Be It Further Resolved, That
copy of these resolutions be published In the dally papers and a copy of
the same be tendered to the family
of our deceased brother.
,M. S. TIB11XEY.
Grand Knight.
P. F. McCANXA,
WII.L.IK KELLEUER,
H. S. KNIGHT,
M ME.

Committee.

PAIKUKWSKIS CIIICKKNS

In the chalet of Riond-Bossowhich Is in Morges, in the canton of
Vaud, In Switzerland, there live two
persons of extraordinary talent. Each
is in his or her way a virtuoso, one
of these la Paderewski, who needs no
introduction. The other is his charming wife, and her gifts, though unusual, are less known to fame, it Is
not unlikely, however, that the country folk think much more of Mme.
Paderewski than they do of her husband, for Madame Paderewski Is famous through the canton for her prize
poultry. One star differeth from another in glory, and Mme. Paderewski
finds In the poultry yard the inspiration her husband finds In the keyboard.
The chalet would be called a chateau anywhere but In Switzerland and
Newport. In the latter place It would
be dubbed a cottage. It Is a great,
by
spacious building, surrounded
beautiful and spacious grounds. The
surrounding country, with Its lake and
a perfect settowering mountains,
ting for happiness. In the midst of
a marvelous beauty rises the Jellcate
white facade of a home that seem
created out of music and also the
pagoda-IIk- e
turrets of the model hen
house. From the windows the great
musician can watch the changing
lights as day runs her scales over the
landscape and his wife can keep a
careful eye on the new brood that
appeared last week.
Not that Mme. Paderewski is insen-Blbl- e
to music. The chalet is not less
a temple of art because of the
The rooms are almost
like museums, so filled are they with
souvenirs brought home by Paderewski from his various triumphal Journeys through the world.
n.

A. F. Wltzel of
In the city.

caller

spending a few days In the city.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Ehle of Santa
Fe are spending several days In Albu
querque.
Fourth annual bull given by It. of
I.. F. and E.. Friday evening, Feb
14, 1908, Elks' ball room.
Major W. II. JI. Llewellyn, assist
ant I'nlted states attorney general, Is
spending several days in Santa Fe.
Dr. Thomas A. McCarthy of the bu
reau of animal Industry Is In Santa
Fe looking after business Interests,
C. H. Elmdorf and Mrs. Clarkson
of Elmdorf, iN. M , are registered at
the Aluvarado.
Mrs. C. A. Wright of this eitv Is
entertaining her brother, W. J. Ful- weller, of Abilene. Texas, for a few

James M. Hervey, attorney general,
and Captain Fred Fornoff, of the territorial mounted police, have returned
to Santa Fe from an overland trip to
Alcade.
William W. Sayer, an official of tne
bureau of census, of Washington, D.
C. is In Santa Fe. He la at work
with A. A. Wllhelm In compiling statistics on crime In New Mexico.
D. A. Blttner announced yesterday
Fruit comthat the assets of the
pany, which failed a few days ago,
would not exceed 1.1.1. The liabilities
of the company were $"00. The asset will be divided pro rata.
The bureau
of forestry, having
found It necessary to employ professional hunters to patrol the national
forests and wage warfare on carnivorous animals, has appointed S. I.. Fisher of Mineral Hill and J. Dexter of
I'erea to fill the positions.
Fred Mendenhal, the alleged check
artist, who Is said to have cashed
worthless checks at Santa Fe. Las
Vegas, Hillsboro and Folsom, has
been captured at Douglas, Ariz., and
will be brought to New Mexico to
stand trial In Sierra county.
Mr. and Mrs. S. K. Potter of Sharon, Pa., who were the guests of Mr.
and Mrs. B. II. Thomas of 509 South
Second street, for several days, left
Mrs.
for the east this morning.
Thomas and Mrs. Potter were school
girls together and had not seen each
other for thirty years until this visit.
The ladies of the St. John's guild
will hold their monthly tea at the
residence of Mrs. Felix H. Lester, No.
1116 'West Central avenue, Thursday
afternoon, from 2:30 until 6 o'clock.
All church members and friends are
very cordially invited. There will be
a home cooking table- in connection
with the tea.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Jlest left
Santa Fe yesterday to visit In Clifton,
Kan., from whence they will go to
Sioux City. Iowa. Mr. Best, who has
been aetijig as special agent for the
general land office, was engaged In alleged land fraud Investigations in Colorado. He was transferred to Santa
Fe last week to a position of clerk in
the United States land office, and at
his request has been granted a year's
furlough.
W. D. Murray, president of the Silver City National bank, when In the
city Monday, offered a silver cup to
the county making the best mineral
exhibit to the Sixteenth National Irrigation congress. Mr. Murray's own
county, Grant county, will be one of
the strongest contestants In the race
for the prize, being conceded one of
the biggest ore producers In the territory. Mr. Murray returned to Silver
City yesterday.
The meeting of the board of education "held In the office of O. N. Mar-ro- n
yesterday afternoon was attended
by R. W. lopklns, president; C. O.

Write

for descriptive older

in colors.

THE UNION METALLIC CASTSIDOE COMPANY,
w Tack Citf.
ASW.SUI Brusdwrny,

Ceaa.

Grocers
Wool Hide and Pelt
Dealers
Albuquerque and Las
jVegas

Gross Kelly & Co.
(Incorporated)
Young, George R. Craig, O. N. Mar-roE. Im Washburn. Superintendent
W. D. Sterling and Clerk T, J. Naylon.
Several bills came up for discussion
but no further action was taken on
any of them. Resolutions of sympa
thy on the death of Miss Nellie White
were adopted, and a copy ordered sent
to the relatives in Ohio and one
placed on the minutes of the board.
Superintendent Sterling spoke of the
satisfactory work of the cadet corps
of the high school, recently organized
by Colonel Edward S. Johnson, and
the motion was made that another
teacher be hired to assist in the work
of the ninth and tenth grades and
also to superintend the preparation of
a satisfactory exhibit for the irrigation congress.
n,

YOU CAN SAVE
"

THE BANK OF COMMERCE

FOR RENT Two nice sunny rooms.
facing south, with board. Apply at
615 East Central avenue.
THE

Albuquerque, New Mexko.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

BURGOMASTER
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The greatest care possible has been
exercised in forming this season's
presenting company for the IMxley
and Luder musical comedy success,
"The Burgomaster." Manager Wm.
P. Cullen has
the original "Burgomaster" in the person of
Gun Welnburg, also the well known
prima donna, Ruth White, who will
again be seen in her original creation
of Willie Van Astorbilt.
Mr. Welnburg and Mlas White have appeared
here in many chancels, but never
to better advantage or more favorable auspices than in "The Burgomaster." Missis, l'ixl'v and Luder
certainly had the.se artists in mind
when they wrote this musical master-
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ARB READING
THIS ONE

The ale of seats f.ir W. P. Cullen's
revival of "The Burgomaster,"
with Gus Welnburg and Ruth White
In the
leading roles, has opened.
"The Burgomaster" will be produced
hero on Friday, February 14.
big
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fire-room-

It Is Interesting to see how differently different sailors feel the heat.
Koint swelter and suffer and seek the
when off duty to
ftr.4t opportunity
cool place, where there 1
hunt up

!

piece.

A

There are fe
hotter places than
a warship In the tropic. On deck
there Is almost alwayx a breeze, and
It lx cool and pleasant but
not so
down below.
From 85 degree In the
wardroom the temperature goes to tS
further forward on the main and
besth decks, and from 110 to HO des.
grees In the engine room and

A checking account will not only help you to spend
your money economically, but it 'will also aid you
to save money systematically
When you have a record of every cent you pay out
(which you will have, if you par by check) you
will be more careful of your expenditures.
A checking account gives you a complete record of
every cent you spend. You get a receipt for each
bill paid. You have safety for your funds and
convenience for your business transactions.
PAY BY CHECK.

ADVER TISEfri ENTS

l

powder
will answer if loaded in U. M. C. Nitro Club shells.
They insure quick, sure kills with little recoil, smoke or
noise. U. M. C. Nitro Clubs won the Grand American
Handicap at Chicago. They will win In the game field.

Wholesale

ding.

IY

,

your hunt right by first buying U. M.C.
STARTpowder
shells. Any standard smokeless

i

James W. Raynolds, former secre
tary of New Mexico, has returned to
Santa Fe from a short trip to Albu
querque.
H. M. Harding, section director of
the United States weather
bureau
made an official trip to Albuquerque
yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bloom of Trtn
Idad, Colo., have returned home after
spending several days In Ias Vegas
wed
They attended the Wlnters-Hok- e

-

i

NITRO CLUB SHOT SHELLS

(Incorporated)

days.

75-fo- ot

UMO.

X. M., is

THEY'RE HUMAN SALAMANDERS
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irm.

Gross Kelly & Co

Gallup is a business
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Mrs. Ben Blbo of Blbo,
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a little breeze and some shade.

Oth-

ers seemingly never get enough heat.
Off duty they will go out on the sun
ny side of the forecastle
and lie
stretched out on the hot deck, close
' to a
d
turret, exposed to
the full glare of the sun. LJke mud
turtle rhese human salamanders bask
In the torred glare and sleep peacefully the while.
This, of course, does not apply to
lite men In the fire rooms. Shoveling
oosj in a temperature of from ISO to
160 degreej, they paver hunt up the
sunny Mpots when on duty.
heat-soake-

lUttuntaac Sufferers.
The quick relief from paln afforded
by applying Chamberlain's Pain Balm
makes it a favorite with sufferers
sciatica.
lame
from rheumatism,
back, lumbago, and deep seated and
muscular pains. For sale by all
druggists.
Pal Pinto Wells Utnera? Water
cures and prevents constipation. Ask
your grocer for It.
o

IMPFJUAI, LAUNDRY CO.
Our shirt and collar work Is perfect.
Our "1HMESTIC FINISH" It
the proper thing. We lead others
follow.

S11-S1-

S

u. PATTERSON

Livery
and Boarding Btablow
West Silver Avenue.
Telephone
ALBUQCHRQCE. NEW MEXICO.

tl

Citizen Want Ads for Results
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REASONS WHY
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10 VARIED

evening citizen.

CAREER

YOU SHOULD PATRONIZE THE

PIS

Occidental Life Insurance Co.
Of New Mexico and Arizona
It is a Koine industry;
It keeps the money at home and makes it available to

!
OF CARLO'S

E

BEGINS

pro-

SLAYER

mote local enterprises.
It wrote more business the first year than was expected.
It has paid all of its obligations.
It is an Old Line Legal Reserve Company.
It writes the standard policies established by the Laws of
New York, the most exacting ever enacted.

New York, Feb. 12. The first of
the foreign teams scheduled to start
In the New York to Paris motor race
next Wednesday arrived today on the
steamship Kalerin Aunusta Victoria.
Its members were met at the pier by
J. H. O'Rielly,
Joshua S. Raynolds,
a group of motorists and officials con.
President.
IScc'y And Gen. Mgr.
nected with the contest. The team Is
to represent CSeriuany' 111 t lie daring
enterprise and l composed of Lieutenant Koeppen. Fifteenth Infantry.
Imperial army, and Hans Knape. an
WE FILL
engineer of the Herman army. Four
French teams and one team from
PRESCRIPTIONS RIGHT
Italy are on board the steamer La
AVERAILROAD
WEST
Ijorrnine, which will dock tomorrow.
203
At Consistent
With their arrival the details of the
NUE NEXT TO BANK OF
contest will be decided upon. Four
COMUERCl.
Prices
American cars have been entered,
with the possibility that two or three
others may be Added.
omcmcmcmcmcmomcmomcmomomo m ommomcmomcmcmcmcmomomomcm
The race will probably be the most
test to which motor cars ever
difficult
1872.
ESTABLISHED
"OLD RELIABLE."
have been put. When it was first
suggested many persons looked upon
it as an Impossibility, but as the
plans were worked out the race appeared more and more feasible. The
success of the Pekin to Paris race
made the more daring Journey from
New York to Paris by wny of Kehrlng
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
strait and across the frozen lands of
Siberia attractive because of Its scope
Carries the largest and Most Uxcluslve Stork of Staple Groceries In
and dangers. The contest was prothe Southwest.
jected by the French newspaper 1e
Matin find has been finally arranged
with the
of the New
AND
York Times.
Across llHiriiijr liy Itoat
The start will "je made from Times
ALBUQUERQUE.
M.
N.
Forty-secon- d
JRILROjVDfEKlE
square.
and
street
Hroadway, February 12, at 11 o'clock
In the morning.
lies
The route
across the American continent to San
Francisco, where the machines will
DRIED FRUIT AT WHOLESALE PRICES
be transput ted hy steamer to Seattle
and thence to Yaldez, Alaska. Definest Quality, family assortment of SO lbs. and 104 1st.
barking at Valdez the racers will set
Wt nay the freight.
Buy direct and get the best.
out over the snow packed roads and
MPLE uvx 25 CENTS
Ice covered rivers of Alaska for a
price list free.
l.lttO-mll- e
trip to Nome. At Nome It
will be necessary to ship on another
California Products Co., Colton, CaTiL steamer
across the straits to Fast
cape. Siberia, where a stretch of 11.-- 3
5
Alto
miles faces the drivers.
News of ilio D115.
gether the journey will amount to
.Evelyn Thaw went shopping tliisj
about 20,000 miles ami nearly 18.000
morning In someone's automobile. To' will be covered In the machines.
a reporter she maintained that she
Mut IHdlgo the Sierras
The contestants will be accompan.
Ik not a fool.
from New York by a large string
Harry Tnaw played the piano two ied
SALE OR RENT
of motor cars, and at various points
hours today.
9
He then smoked
along the route across the Fnlted
REPAIRS
cigarettes and Joined the other Idiots States local drivers will act as pilots
in Matteawan In the
dinner and escorts. Leaving New York the
of rornbeef hash and sauerkra-ut- .
motorists will pass through Albany,
FINE NEW STOCK
Alice Thaw has had her divorce de- T'tlca, Syracuse. Rochester. Huffulo,
cree framed and will hang It In the Krle. Cleveland,
Toledo, Chicago.
parlor.
Yarmouth presented a bill Council Hluffs, Omaha. Cheyenne,
for $5,000,000 yesterday.
flreen River, Ogden, Winnemncca,
Joslah Flint Thaw wore his hair Reno, Ooldfleld. Santa Barbara and
J2I SOUTH SECOND
pompadour today. He will shave fan Jose. The southern detour from
gO'04O'05O'050J'0O5O& cut
.
tomorrow.
Iteno is made necessary by the
The Thaw attornrv hnve aerreed
of the Sierras at this time
Thaw's malady can be of the year. The trip to
FranWEDNESDAY, FKIl 12, XM) TO THE that Harry
cured In six months with good treat- cisco is expected to lake not more
HASKET HALL GAME.
ment and will now take a. vacation.
to thirty days.
than twenty-si- x

L. B. PUTNEY

FREIGHT WAGONS

Raisins

P

PeacllCS

Apncots
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Bicycles
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F. S. Hopping
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REO TOURING

CAR--2- 0

H.

P.-- 40
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FOR ItF.XT.
Nicely furnished rooms with use
of bath, steam heat and all conveniences. No invalids. Hotel Craige.
Silver avenue.
.
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FOLDING

GO-CA-

RT

Closed

THE ALLW1N FOLDING
cart
that is built jus as the mother wants them. Twenty
new patterns for 1908. Beautiful enamel finish.
Prices range from
GO-CARTt-

la now fully equipped for business, and
solicits your orders.

he

$7.50 to $17.50
On exhibition now at

BEST

8

.

ALBERT FABER

Furniture, Carpets and Draperies

NllllP lump com

WEST CENTRAL AVE

'308-31- 0

$6.50
I

GOOD SIGHT

Per ton of 2,000 pounds

Is a Priceless Possession, and
you should not allow youreyes
to be treated except bya com-

petent optician or occulist. I
will tell you free just what
I can do for your eyes, and

eCoke
Mill Wood
Mountain Wood
Cedar and Pine
Sawed to any length

9

GUARANTEE TO DO IT.

EXAMINATION FREE

Carries, Oph. D..'"

C. H.

The Home Restaurant
207 West Gold
Room. Prompt, Courteous Service,
Music While You Hat. Number i Meals

Large,

SAVES
YOU
MONEY

Well-Lighte- d

Breakfast
Dinner
Supper

6 to 9
12 to 2
5:30 to 7:30
35c
MRS. M. r. YCRS, Rroprtotrono

The Oxford Hotel

Davis &Zearing

North Second

THK FINEST DINING KOOM AND PUFFKT
IN T11K CITY

W. Gold Avm.

Rates Reasonable

We have a fine line of

Folding

Breakfast
Dinner
Supper

25c
35c

114-11- 6

209

Weit Central,
PHONE 451.
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Phone 25 J
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MILES AN HOUR

MARK

Reclining

ROOMS
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Upright

Go.

Bra-gan-

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

reg-uht-

The
Aztec

!

Fuel

a,

B. RUPPE

FARM

Rio do Janeiro. Feb. 12. The life
story of Manuel Bulssa, tlie leader of
the band that assassinated King
Carlos and Crown Prince Luis In Lisbon lust Saturday week, has been obtained In this city from a Portuguese
clerk In a commercial house, who
was a schoolmate of the regicide. He
says that the assassin's full name was
Manuel Res Silva Bulssa, and that ho
was horn in the province of Hragan-7.Portugal.
He was a son of the
Abbe of Vlnhaes and as a boy he went
He had
to the lyceum In Hraganxa.
nine brothers and sisters and one of
his sisters, Belmlra, lived in this city
until recently. Manuel was not the
first criminal In the family. One of
his aunts killed a servant In her employ when she found that her husband was making love to the woman.
She whs arrested and sentenced to a
long term of prison In Africa.
OimrrtMsonie, Imt Cowardly
As a boy Manuel Buissa was quarrelsome but cowardly. He left the
lyceum with the reputation of being
a poor student and of having a vicious
.a
character.
The life he led In
made It necessary for his father
to put him into the army. He was
enrolled in the Seventh cavalry regiment of Braganza. Even in the army
he was hard to control, but In spite
punishment he gained
of
the grade of sergeant. He continued
his dissipated life and was eoon transferred from Bragania to a regiment
on duty on the frontier. Here he had
For this
a brawl with six soldiers.
offense he was courtmartialed and
condemned to serve a term In prison
after which he was expelled from the
army.
Bulssa then returned to his native
village of Vlnhaes. Thank to the
Influence of his father he was given
an opportunity to become a school
teacher and It then seemed to his
friends that he was going to reform
He studied hard
and settle flown.
and after a year went to Braganxa
where he was graduated from the
district schools. Bulssa was lutein
gent and. as he devoted himself to
his studies, he was soon given a
minor professorship and obtained his
diploma. After this he was sent to
the national college in L'sbon as a
professor, a post which he filled up
to the time of his death.
For the last few years Bulssa was
a Reoubllcan In politics, and he had
frlendy relations with members of
this party. Ho became an atheist, it
was his custom to defend his political
Ideas In open discussion in the streets
and In the cafes of Lisbon.
Bulssa's friend does not believe that
he accented money for the commls
eion of hU crime. Bulssa's family Is
well to do and still lives In Vlnhaes.
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Go-car- ts

AT.

F. MYERS

A

SONS, Proprietor
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$2 to $15
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Elks' Theatre
FEB. 14

FRIDAY,
HXLEY
MERRY

Jfc

MUSICAL

Reo Roadster, 20 horse power "the car of the hour
a business
man's car. This car will take you to Los Angeles or New York. Price $1,075,
F. O. B. Albuquerque.
Reo Runabout, 10 horse power "the physician's handy car" the car you want at
the price you want to pay. It runs every day of the year. Price, $725, F. O. B.
Albuquerque, Seating two or four persons.

V

C liM BARKER & CO.,

)9 0wC00090090090090wO

ALBUQUERQUE.

N. M.,

jj

IN CITY

8

Columbus Hotel

jj

AUTOMOBILE

GROCERY SALE

KANGAROO GIRLS

MRS.M.E. NORRIS

Original Production
A Veritable Triumph
Bigger, Brighter, Better

Thos. F. Keleher

than ever

New Songs, Ideas, Surprises
Scats on Mile nt MatNu' Ilook
Store on Wednesday, Vl. 12.
lTUi-Tie SI anil $1.50
8

J. P. MORELLI
Ladies' Tailor
Jlert Barber, of Elton. Wis., says:
"I have only taken four doses of
your Kidney and Bladder Pilli and
they have dona for me more than
any other medicine hat ever dona.
Mr. Barber refer to DeWltt'i Kidney
and Bladder Pills. They are sold by
J. II. O'Rielly Co.
o

Subscribe for The C1i!zen.

Ht.

$16.00

Per Month and Up
or by the Week, bay
or Meal.

famously original

M0 Eaa Coal Avenue

IKVOES HKADY PAINT
One (iallou Covert IIOO Square Ft
HAUMEriTO HOOF PAINT
Imhh llw Yrara.
sni!i
JAP.A.UAC.

luk.

408 Wait

Ratifd

FEB. 1, we will com
mence our Cut Price Grocery Sale.
Ba sure and ret a price 11 t. Coma
and examine the goods and arte
buying and you are not satisfied wa
will cheerfully reurn your money.
Pt. cans Log Cabin maple syrup. 18o
0c English Breakfast lea
35c
(0c uncolored Japan tea
36e
t bars Swift's Pride soap
tt
bars Diamond C. soap
2t
4
cans Sugar Corn
Ibi prunes
ja.
15c Tomatoes large cans
II

ta

ii

CASH

A

BUYERS' UNION

lit North Smetnd
WM, VOLUE, Prop.

II

tunSUlI

a

Reliable

MILL; Full bet of Teeth...
iolcl Filling
$1.50
THE CITX uoia t row us
loor. framM Palnbas Extracting .

PUKING

THE OI.DKST MIIJ, I
When in
of khnIi,
flc. Severn
MvlaJtj.
uoik I
I
rMuuth I
mrwt. Tckitiou 403.

ixl

RATVRDAV,

Ambq

Don't Forget The
ALBUQUERQUE

COMPANY

Automobiles dally to points In
the Estancla Valley. Special cars
to Goldeij. San Pedro and other
points.
Automobiles for rent by the
day or hour In and about the city.
Parties holding special round trip
tlclceis to Estancla and return may
exchange them for hourly service
In the city or other points.
For further Information Inquire at the General Ticket office
and If a rage, 408 W. Copper av
Albuquerque, New Mexico. Phone

Board and Room

With Gus Weinburg, Ruth
White and over half a hundred others, including the

622 West TIJeras Ave.

Southwestern Sales Representative Reo Motor Cars

3

liliST MEALS

MASTERPIECE

Burgomaster
car gives more for your money than any other motor car built more
power, more speed, more climbing ability, more comfort, more style, more enjoyment,
more real all around satisfaction and proves it every time it goes out on the road.
Where is the economy of paying two or three times the Reo's price when you can get
more of what you want for the money in the $1,400 Reo?

ALBUQUERQUE-ESTANCl-

ludkiu?

THE

The Reo

S

;

I

4'

all, voi:k

Dentist

hS8

AHSUIX'TEI.
A STEED.

i.rAH- -

Allen & Vickrey
Plum tin?. Tinning and
Galvanized Iron Work
20 7 'kE. Central Av. Pbont 1515

DIM. COPP mad PETTO.
HOOM W, X. T. AAMIJO WJ)U.

rr. tkx.
KEYS
r

AT.BUQUfiKQP

RAILROAD

OPENS FOR

much'
t nani you tt know ho
Chamberlain's 3alv has done for me.',
tt has cured my fare of a skin
e.iK
of almost twenty yM' standing,
as
I have been treated by several
smart physicians as e have In thla
country and they did ma no good, but
two boxes of this salve has cured me.
Mrs. Fannie Orirnn, Troy, Aia.
Chamberlain's Salve Is fur sale by all

Miami,

t

Ha-vir- na

i;
i,

ii

--
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Ipaitment of the Interior, Tand
fice at Santa Fe. N. M.,

of-

Jan.

17.

1S0S.

Notice Is hereby given that Juan
Hilario Lopez, of Cubero. N. M., lias
filed notice of his Intention to make
proof In suport of his
final five-yeEntry No.
clai.n, viz: Homestead
6308. made April 17. 1901. for the
EH SE4. Section 34. Township 11
N.. Range S W., and that said proof
will be made before George H. Pradt.
IT. S. Commissioner, at Laguna, N.
M.. on March 16. 1908.
He names the following witnesses
residence
to prove his continuous
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
vis:
Jose Abelta, Vlctorlno Montano,
Oorgonlo Flfueroa, M. T. Otero, all
of Cubero. N. M.
MANUEL, R. OTERO,
Register.
ar

DRKSSER AND CULROPO
DISi
Mrs. Bambini, at ner parlors
posite the Alvarado and next door tt
to glvs
Sturge' cafe. Is prepared
thorough scalp treatment, do hall
dressing, treat corns, bunions and la
She gives maaag
growing nails.
Mrs
treatment and manicuring.
Bambini's own preparation of com
P'exion cream builds up the skin ano
Improves the ,complexion, and is
h
Bh.
aso prepare a hair tonic that cures
and prevents dandrufl ana nair ran
lng out: restores life to dead hair;
removes moies. wans and supernaoui
hair. Massage treatment by vibrator
machines. For anv blemish of tb
Mrs. William Thaw bear, up nobly. face cal1 and consult Mrs. Bambini
She and the "angel child are not
FFE'S DELICIOUS HOT CIIOCO.
reconciled yet,
STORE.
LATE.
WALTON'S DRU
.

",-U-

ft

Wednesday.- ramuArtv n,
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PROPOSALS FOR BUILDINGS.
Department of the Interior, Office of
Indian Affairs. Washington. D.C.Jan.
plainly
10, 1908. Sealed Proposals,
marked on the outside of the envel8an
ope "Proposals for Buildings,
Juan School. S. M.," and addressed
to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. Washington. D. C will be received at the Indian Office until 2
o'clock p. m., February IS, 190J. for
furnishing materials and labor to
construct school building and hospital at the San Juan school. New
Mexico, In strict compliance with the
plans and specifications which may
the ofbe examined at this office,
fices of the New Mexican, Santa Fa,
N. M.J Cltlxen, Albuquerque., N. M.J
Evening Herald, Durango, Colo.;
Builder and Contractor, Los Angeles,
Calif.: Builders and Traders Exchanges, SL Paul, Minn., Minneapolis,
Minn.. Omaha, Nebr.; Northwestern
Manufacturers' Association, St. Paul,
Minn.; U. S. Indian Warehouses at
Chicago. 111., St. Louis, Mo.. Omaha,
Nebr., and at the school. For further Information apply to Wm. T.
Shelton. Supt., Shlprock. N. 'M. C. F.
lar.P.ABEE, Acting Commissioner.
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FOR RENT
FOR RENT Furnished rooms and
board In the Hlghlanda. ait a.ai
Central.
FOR RENT Houses, J to 8 rooms.
110.00 to $30.00. W. H. MCMiluon,
real estate broker, til W. Gold.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished, sunny
rooms, over postofflce. Mrs. II. fi-

sherman.
FORRENT

1arge furnished room.

PERSONAL PROPERTY

FOR SALE Some good bargains 1n
frame cotreal estate: A
tage with bath on South Broadway, $1500; a
frame cottage. W. Central ave., close In;
11100, easy terms; two good business lots on W. Central between
con3rd and 4th; a new four-roocrete house. 11350; three lots each
50x142 on E. Central avenue, 1200
for all three. And a long list of
snaps of all kinds. A. Fleischer,
212
real estate and Insurance,
South econd street.
five-roo-

m

five-roo-

m

MONEY to LOAN
On Furniture, Pianos, Organa Horaea.
Wagons and other Chattels also on
SALARIES AHV WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as tow as 110 and aa high as
1200. Loans ara quickly mad and
Time: One month
strictly private.
to one year given. Good remain In
your powr ion. Our rates ara reas-

m

onable. Call and e us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 1 and 4, Grant Bldg.
183 H West Railroad Ave.
PIUYATE OFFICES
Open Evening.

g.

i
j

All-rou-

Rem-lneto-

In the Citizen

1
I

A. MONTOYA

Real Estate and Loan. Notary
salesman ut
Public. 2 IS W. Gold Ave.
CAPABLE traveling
Staple line, profitable comonce.
mission; contract with $25.00 weekpermanent position; CXXXXXXXXXODOCXXXOOCXXXJOO
ly advance;
A. S. J. Co.,
references required.
For Sale at a Bargain. Fur- - Q
Grand River Ave.. Detroit, Mich.
nlture and lease 12 rooms, S
und
or
cycle
horse
motor
$210.00
n
modern rooming house.
buggy furnished our men for traveling, and $85.00 per month and
For Sale Bargain one store Q
expenses, to take orders for the
two X
building, 80x100 feet,
greaiest portrait house In the
O
stories and basement.
postpaid.
receive,
will
You
world.
on Q
For Rent Store building
a beautlfufl 16x20 reproduction of
X
We-sCentral ave. A snap.
oil painting In answer to this ad.
R. D. Mar-te- l,
Write for particulars.
Dept. 678. Chicago.

I
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LOST

and

FOUND

on
A bay pony, branded
left hip and shoulder. Right hind
foot white, stars in forehead. Call
at 110 East Gold and pay for this
notice.
containing
LOST ritual! red purse
change and lady's open face silver
watch. Return to this office and receive reward.
LOftT OR STOLEN A bay mare
pony, white feet, clipped mane. Re
ward. S. L. Burton, 610 South
Walter.
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219 South

2nd

Strt

w. m.
Homeopathic

-
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Miscellaneous
hair dressing, manicuring.
facial and scalp treatment, also how
Paristo manufacture hair goods.
ian Beauty Parlors, 312 West Central Ave.
Grippe ! sweeping the country.
Stop it with Preventics, before It gets
deeply seated. To check early colons
with these little Candy Cold Cure
Tablets Is surely sensible and safe.
Preventics contain no Quinine, no
laxa'lve, nothing harsh or sickening.
Pneumonia would never appear if
WIihi ti Do When Billons.
e.irly colds were promptly broken.
The r:ght thing to do when you
Also good for feverish children. Large feel bilious is to take a dose of Cham"
box. 48 tablets, 25 cents. Vest pocket berlain's S'.omach and Liver Tablets.
boxes 6 cents. Sold by all dealers.
They will cleanse the stomach and
Try
regulate thfl liver and bowels.
The best remedy known today for It. Price. 25 cents. Samples free at
i stomach
troubles is koiioi. w nicn all druggists.
is guaranteed to give prompt relief.
It Ls a natural d!gestant; tt digests
whit you eat, It Is pleasant to take.
Sold by J. H. O'Rielly Co.
If you have Catarrh, rid yourself
It .M BROOK BROS.
Dr.
of this repulsive disease. Ask
112 John m
Plume &UU.
Shoop of Racine, Wis., to mail you
B
Saddle horses n specialty.
'
free, a trial box of his Dr. Shoop a drivers In the city.
Proprietors
A Blmple. single "Sadie." the picnic wagon.
Catarrh Remedy.
test, will Burely tell you a Catarrh
I
A Higher Hi'ulth
truth well worth your knowing. Write
today Don't suffer longer. All dealers.
"I have roaclied a higher health
level since I uean tiding Dr. King's
Kodol Is a scientific preparation of New
Jacob
Pills,"
writes
Life
vegetable acids with natural digest-ant- s Springer, of West Franklin, Maine
and contains the same juices "They keep my stomach, liver and
Each bowels working Just right." If these
found in a healthy stomach.
3.000 pllla disappoint you on trial, money
dose will digest more than
grains of good food. Sold by J. II. will be refunded at All dealers.. 35c
o
O'Rielly Co.
If you want anything on earth, you
Use DeWltt's Early Risers, pleas can get It through the want column
ant little pill. They are easy to of The Evening Cltlxen.
W. get re- atta,
tak- -.
Sold by J.:H. O'Rielly Co.
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Does the workyou draw the pay.
It sees the peop.'e you don't know,
And helps you make your business grow.

Highland Livery

Ia-vc-

M.

Teh-phon- e

iiu r. j.

PATcray

Physician and Surgeon.
Office, OTra Vann Drag Stem. Of-Jhours to 19 a. ru--,
to 5, aunt
nonet, ornoa 441,
" " 695.
Menoe i.

Customer

t

Room

residence close in (Highlands preferred). This
party will buy the place
that offers the best in-

vestment, or in other
words, the best bargain

i

6 A T. N. T. ArmUo

DRS. BRONSON A BRONSOX
and Snr
geona. Over Vann'a Drug Store.
Phone, Officii and Ret., 038.

Iloniropathla Pliynlcian.

DENTISTS

Phone

a party
who will rent a desirable
four or five room resi
dence, not too far out.

744.

EDMUND 3. ALGER, D. D. a
Office hours, 0 a. m. ' i 12:30 p. na.
1:30 to 5 p. in.
Appointments mat? by mall.
30rt Went Central An
Phone 45C
,

LAWYERS
II.

V, D. BRYAN.
Attorney at Law.
Office, First National Bank Building.
Albuquerque. IS. M.

Watch for our
next advertise-

ment, which will
appear Wednes
day.

E. W. DOBSON
Attorney at Law.
Office, Cromwell Block.
Albuquerque. N. M.

STOW

REAL ESTATE
& INVESTMENT
COMPANY
201 East Central

Avenue
Albuquerque

FOH PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior.
United
Statea Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M.. Feb. 8. 1908.
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
lowing-name- d
claimant has filed no
tice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 851), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1S93
(27 Stats., 470), and that said proof
will be made before J. M. Luna. Pro
bate t'lerk, at Los Lunas, N. M., on
March 17, 1908, vii: Mariana Chavez
le Otero, for the Small Holding Tract
No. 2547, in Sec. 36. Township 7 N,
Range 2 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous adverse pos.
session of said tract for twenty years
next Drecedlnsr the survey of the
township, viz:
Kstanllada Otero. Gulllermo oro- na, Aniceto Aragou y uarcia,
Sedilln, all of Peralta, N. M
Any person who desires to protest
agaliiHt the allowance or said proor,
or who knows of any substantial rea
son under the laws and regulations of
the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at tne aDovementioned time and place to crossexamine tne witnesses oi sain claim
ant, anil to offer evidence ln rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.

IRA M. BOND
Attorney at

!.

Pensions, Ijind PatenW. Copyrights
I'ttvetua,
I'atents, Trade
Marks, Claims.
32 F. street. N. M. Washington. D. O.
ix-tn-

THOS.

Spartanburg. S. C. Feb. 11. Spar
Is burled under seven inches
snowfall ln
of snow, the hsavlest
many year. The weather la the cold
est of the winter, the thermometer
standing at 22 degrees above tero.

K. D. MADDISON

Attorney-at-Iia-

Office with W. B. Chllders,
117 West Gold Avenue.

INSURANCE
B. A. SLEYSTEH
Insurance, Real Estate, Notary
Public.
Rooms 13 and 11, Cromwell Block,
Albuquerque, N. 51. Phone 139.
A. E. WALKER

Fire Insurance.
Secretary Mutual Building Aociatiot
217 West fontral Avenue.

WILLIAM BELDEN
Veterinary.
Surgery and Dentistry a Specialty.
403 Mouth Edith
I'lione 405.
DR. II. D. PETTI t'ORD
Veterinary.
Practices Therapeutics, Surgery and
Obstetrics on Horses. Cattle. Sheep
Hogs, Dogs and Cats.
Office with
Thornton, the Cleaner, 121 North
Hospital
480.
Third. Phone
and
Residence. 733 South Walter. Residence phone, 620.

MISCELLANEOUS
SOUTHWESTERN LAW AND COL
LECTION AGENCY.
(Bonded)
Office Room 1, N. T. ArilJo Bldg.
Hugh J. Collins, attorney at law.
manage
C. W. Granner, general
and claim adjuster.
Phone 659. AlbuqueTqae, New Me.
F. W. SPENCER

Arcliltevu
1221 South Walter,

FRENCH

PI i one 655.

& ADAMS

UNDERTAKERS.
IJuly Assistant.
Kmlialmlng a SKclalty.
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DR. J. K. CRAFT
Dental Surgery.
Rooms 2 nnd S, Harnett Building.
urrr u tueiiy vrujr more.
Appointmentu made by mall.

Also have

OtlMT,

Bulldln.

DR. SOLOMON li. BIHTON.
Physician and Surgeon.
Highland Office. 610 South Waltar
Street. Phon. 1030.

presented.

ma

oe

t

DR. K. Ii. HDST
Physician and 8nrgeoa.

who desires to purchase
a three, four or five room

Phone 257

siiERmvrr, m. ik

Physician and 8arfM.
Occidental Life R" lid Inc.
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OPPORTUNITIES

LOANS

Gentleman.
323 North Broadway.
Sea Ryan, tha xpraasman.
FOR RENT Typewriters, allkinda.
WANTED
Albuquerque Typewriter Exchange
Central.
West
.15
Ironing
nd
WANTED Washing
Vace
FOR RENT Nice olean rurnlt-he-cencurtains
for hand laundry
west
rooms, modern. 80V.
from 25c per pair up, first class
tral avenue.
work guaranteed. Drop a postal to
sunny
rooms
for
Bright
FOR RENT
408 W. TIJeras or phone 104 5. We
housekeeping: rent, reasonable, 624
call for and deliver goods anywhere
West Central avenua. Inquire In
In town.
rear.
BARGAINS IX KANOII PROPA gentle delivery horse.
WANTED
So.
S24
FiTrt RENT Minneapolis,
ERTY.
avenue.
Gold
117
West
lighthouse-keepinCall
at
Second St.. rooms for
goods,
second
Also bed rooms. Cheapest WANTED Gents'
hand clothing, shoes and hats at
If city.
Three and a half acres first
or
sunny
515 South First street, soutn
front
cultivated land, right on
KE.M
FOR
class
viaduct. R. J. Sweeney.
room with board. 309 S. Broadmain ditch, three miles north of
way.
town, price $300.00. Easy terms.
WAiNTHD Agent to hanaie our line
o o o
of samples of suits made to order.
FTm RENT 3 nice modern rooms
Must have some experience In
Four and a half acrea on main
for light housekeeping. Apply 410
measuring.
Write us. Tlchner &
road, under high state of cultivaNorth Second.
Jaoobl, Rochester, N. Y.
tion, well fenced, 2Vi miles north
Easy
of town. price $500.00.
FOR SALE
WANTED Ladles desrrlng millinery
term.
at cost for next ten days callsec-on
o o o
Mlsa C. P. Crane, 513 North
business. 1250,
FOR SALE Good
land,
Millinery and dressTen acres of very good
ond street
paying 100 per cent. Be quick If
making parlors. Phone 944.
three miles north of town, price
Must
you want something good.
wanted.
$500.00 cash.
sell In 10 days. Ask at this office.
o o o
WANTED Able bodleo. unmarried
mevens
men, between ages of 21 and 35:
FOR SALE A Drand new
Eight acres In a.'falfa. good
fired.
gun.
never
shot
good
single barrel
citizens of United States, of
fence, adobe house, four and a
A high grade and strictly up to
character and temperatt habits,
half miles north of town, price
date gun. Inquire at The Citizen
who can speak, read and write
IflftO.OO cash.
office
English. For Information apply to
o o o
203
E.
Central
Recruiting
Officer.
modern
good
A
FOR SALE
Seven acres good land, all level
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Ave..
a
In.
l.i
Ifrhlnnrin
close
i.ua
under
and under ditch, partly
snap: 32250. Dale Realty Co., 100 WANTED Young man wishes posi- cultivation, one mile from town,
tlon. ExDerlenced as salesman in
S. Broad.
on main road, price $1400.00 cash
meat and provisions. Will accept
o o o
FOR RENT OR SALE Three small
anv work. Address T. W., care J
Sixty-fiv- e
acres of the best land
ranches, cultivated land. Address
Citizen.
In the Rio Grande valley, all unB F. McDonald, 502 S. First.
and
saddle
WANTED
der cultivation (25 acres In alfaln
driving horse, about 900 pounds
FOR SALE) At a sacrifice
fa), four wire fence, on main
typewriter, like new. MI1- weight. Inquire Albuquerque Carprice $65.00
ditch, title perfect,
Al
Central,
West
215
Co.
riage
Studio,
lett
per acre, terms: one half down,
X. M.
buquerque,
WANTED Capable men to fill ex
LE
balance In one or two years at 8
FOR-SAecutive, technical, office and merBest business proposl
per cent.
place
can
We
positions.
cantile
$1.
About
tion In city at 75c on
o o o
you
position
which
you
for
the
in
6,
S.
Citizen.
i;600.
Address R.
And a great many others from
Busiqualified.
Southwestern
are
FOR SALE Ten pounds extracted
one to two hundred acres.
ness Association 201 East Cenhoney for $1; 60 pound can for 25.
avenue, Albuquerque. N.
tral
O.
P.
Allen,
W.
by
P.
postal.
Order
257.
Box 202, Albuquerque, N. M.
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THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

a Little WANT AD
ft
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an

SALESMEN
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drugfls's.

Pla., Feb. 11. The first
for carrying
train fully equipped
passengers over the Key Went exten-in- n
of the EaM Coast railroad left
Miami station several days ago with
9x coaches and Henry M. Flagler's
private car. The trip being an offi
cial oue no tickets were sold.
Mr. Flagler, with Mr. J. R. Parrot,
vice president and general manager;
It. T. Ooff, general superintendent of
the East Coast railroad, and three
others came here from Palm Beach.
Mr. Flagler went
to the
station,
where he studied the schedule of hi
"ocean-going- "
trains. This schedule
will go Into effect today, when the
first train carrying passengers
and
connecting with the steamers for
will leave Miami.
A run over the road to Knight's
Key was made Wednesday for the
convenience of visitors In Miami who
were anxious to experience the novel
over the
sensation of railroading
ocean. About 100 passengers, most of
whom are winter visitors here, bought
tickets for the first train, which left
nt 11 o'clock, reaching Knight's Key
at 4 o'clock In the afternoon and returned the same evening to Miami.
Today the steamer
Halifax will
meet tlie train at Knight's Key, and
travelers leaving MKm! in the morning at 11 o'clock will reach Havana
at 6:.10
the following morning
o'clock.
To the world the Important feature
of this engineering work is that It
shortens by ten hours the present
time from Cuba to Miami and vice
versa, and beats the schedule between Tampa and Cuba by twelve
hours. In other words It brings
Cuba and the .mainland of Florida
closer together by a time measurement of ten hours, which embraces
nearly the whole of on? sunlit day.
In construction this piece of railroad engineering is considered one
of the notable accomplishments of
the diy. The entire line to Key Vet
when completed, will extend a distance of 166 miles, nearly half of
Forty-tw- o
w hich Is over open water.
keys, or islands, are crossed In this
At present considerably
ftretch.
more than .half of the railroad Is
completed.
Henry M. Flagler has har the
construction of this road constantly
In mind ever oinno tht t:iv in the
Snanlsh-Amerioa- n
tnid-s- t
war
of the
.
.
.
wnen ne conceived
mIdea of jnaklng traffic communication
i jen me united states ajia Luoa
as
and more practical.
He con- engineers to find out If the
ed
thing were possible.
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Reactionary Republican Element Forced to Accept
Popular Veredlct

Rump" Delegation Co to
National Convention Where
Committee Will Decide

word seems to have been heard In all! more radical of the Roosevelt policorners."
cies and will stand for "lloeralltv baU
It dees not follow, of course, that snced by conservatism." 1. .eralsly Is
the men who have been named as a good word with which to hedge.
candidates
for presidential honors One thing seems to be
lutely ss
think fi.it this ine:ige of President sured. and that thing is si"
: no matt
Roosevelt's c I. minutes tiinn from the; ter whether Fairbanks. Cac on, Knox,
contest.
No one of the candidates, Cortelyou or even iForaker
be
no matter how he feels l i his hiwrt, ' nominee of the Republican party, tihe
has had the courage of conviction must be content to stand upon a platenough. If such were his conviction, form which will burn his feet, and
to declare tat he w ill repudiate the stand upon it without wincing.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
NfW KKXICO

Washington. Feb. 12. JuM what
the opposition to Secretary Taft will
do In every southern state la revealed
In the contest which htui been Instituted In Florida. Taft's friend had
a majority of the delegate. The
opposition bolted and elected another net of delegates hostile to Taft. but
of
The supporters
unlnotructed.
comHughes. Foraker and Cannon
delegation
bined In the contestingand flooded the capital with dispatches Insisting they had a regularly elect-e- d
delegation.
Word nan received from Texas
stating that a contest would, be Instituted In every district In the state.
Taft him public sentiment overwhelmingly with him In Texan, but the reactionary opposition will not concede
thirty-si- x
of
him the delegation
members without h contest before the
national committee and the national
convention. South Carolina. North
Carolina, Mississippi, Alabama and
Georgia are other states from which
contesting delegations will be snt by
the combined opposition to Taft. The
contests will begin In counties which
send their delegates to the state and
district conventions. In this manner
ground for a contest will always be
at hand.
Tin- - Coniniltteo to
on
procedure
This revolutionary
the part of the opposition to Tatt
means that the national committee
will make up the temporary roll will
1n all probability determine the ReIf
publican nominee for president.
the reactionaries control the comdelegamittee they will seat all their
tions. If Taffs frien.ls control they
will seat the regular organisation
delegations. In the states which will
be contested there are 200 delegates
to the Chicago convention. It is apparent that one candidate could have
a majority If all of these states pent
hostile delegates to Taft. Missouri.
Maryland. Kentucky and Oklahoma
are the only states In whnt Is known
as the southern group that are not
known to be making preparations for
a contest. It had - become apparent
within the last few- mvuhs that the
south was preparing to follow the
lead of the west and send solid Taft
delegations to Chicago.. This would
mean Taft's nomination on the first
ballot even If all the favorite sons
received the solid support of their
home delegations, and Xew England
measure.
was thrown In for good
Something had to be done In Florida,
the first state led off win the bolt.
The personal preference of members of the national committee becomes a matter of supreme consequence. When Kansas City lost the
national convention to Chicago the
public came to the conclusion that
the reactionaries had possession of
this committee. But an examination
of the vote cast at that time shows
that the deciding vote in favor of
Chicago was cast by southern comto
mitteemen who were committed
term. The
Roosevelt for a third
amazing situation was presented at
that time of Roosevelt third term
houters voting: with the reactionary
committeemen aguinst the supporters
of Secretary Taft.
How the CoiiiiiiltUH Ktmiil.
Among these committeemen were
several of the president's dose personal friends like Cecil Lyons of
Texas and others who nere federal
office holders, like Capers of South
Carolina and Wight of Ioulsiana.
Since the holding of the committee
meeting In December practically all
of these southern committeemen have
come out for Taft. A near as the
committee will permit of a personal
analysis, it appears that not less than
thirty of its members are supporters
of Secretary Taft for the presidency.
members of the
There are fifty-fonational committee and twenty-eigvotes will be necessary to decide a
contest.
Little CluuioR of Siim'wi.
The complexion of the national
committee, however, is such that the
scheme of the reactionaries to defeat
Taft through trumped up contests
hardly has a chance for success. A
similar condition of affairs was presented to the Minneapolis convention
in 189J, when Harrison was up for
Quay was the field
marshal at that time in opposition
to Harrison.
The ufllce holders la
the south hud lined up those states
for Harrison and content had been
Instituted In almost every state. In
this Instance the opposition to Harrison was In control of the national
committee. When the leaders of the
opposition met to confer it was
that the national committee
seat on the temporary roll call all
the delegations opposed to Harrison.
Quay waited until several of those
who urged the scheme had spoken.
He then said:
" tcntlcnien. we can defeat Harrison for the nomination In this way,
but the country will never stand for
it. W will take down the Republican party with whatever candidate
'we nominated by throwing out regularly elected delegations."
Quay's reputation is such that no
that a
one is prepared to believe
his
sense of Justice determine!
course. It was the righteous wrath
of the people he fearej.
In a Republican national convena powtion the national committee
erful asset. In a Democratic national convention the national committee Is of little political Importance.
In the Democratic convention the
national committee does not have the
authority to pass on contests, even
for the purpoie of a permanent
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LARGER
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WHEN AMERICA GAVE

General Bell Calls Attention
to Condition of U. S.
Fighting Force

THE PASSION

SHOW

REPORTS
MANY

CASES

HER!E

PLAY Gives Recipe for Rheumatism
which Anyone Can

A great many years ago an attempt
whs made and ll reached one exhibition to give the- P.issto,, Play in
San Francisco.
Several well known
actors were In the city at thHt time,

Easily Mix

-

Washington, Feb. 12. A linlted
States army of 250,01)0 men.
This Is what Major General J.
Franklin Bell, chief of staff, says
Uncle Sam would need If Involved in
war with any first class power.
And 250.000 men is rumored to be
the extent of the mobilization the
government is planning upon the Pacific cou.it, upon the arrival of Kvans'
fleet
"We should not allorv ourselves to
nurse a false sense of security," says
this man who is In charge of the
United States army. In his annua! report, "or continue to entertain the
Illusion that a brave, but untruined,
unorganized people can grapple successfully with another natlon better
trained and organized."
This is from 'rcneral Bell's report,
In which he asks the government to
consider
important Tacts, recommending an Increase of the army ami
tho restoration of the canteen.
"It is a modest assumption," says
General Bell, "to say that the United
State will. If involved In war with
any first class power, require the immediate mobilization of 260,000 men,
to be speedily followej by as many
more, with a possible ultlmute additional Increase of four time
ihu
number.

ur

ht

sug-Kest-

that the side which is ready and acts
promptly, gains a decisive advantage.
"The engineer force as now organized is Insufficient for the needs even
of proper peace training of the army.
During the past two years, on not less
than 10 or 12 occasions, actual necessities for engineer troops have
arisen which could not be met. because of the relative smallnCKs of this
branch of the service."

tKNKRAL J. F. BELL.

among others being Lester Wallack,
Inmes o'Neil, Rose Coghlan
and
Lewis Morrison. It was then, as It Is
now In all countries except Bavaria,
a grave offense for any man to Impersonate our Savior Jesus Christ, but
that law had never been tested in
this country.
Accordingly, Lester Wallack conceived the Idea of collecting the rare
talent about him and producing the
the wonderful drauut. James O'Xell
was cast as Jesus and well may one
Imagine what an impression this finished artist could create In such a
role. Lewis Morrison was the Judas,
another fitting Impersonation. Rose
Coghlan essayed Mary, mother of
Jesus. The prices were five, ten and
fifteen dollars and the receipts were
above ten thousand dollars. The next
morning-al- l
were arrested and the
Hue Imposed was ten thousand dollars.
Primrose, the famous
minlstrel man. then but breaking Into the business, was one of the parties who witnessed the production and
his remark was: "I don't see why they
should be arrested for that. It was
the most convincing thing I ever
saw.
If It were possible for the
masses to be won for Heaven O'Xell'
beautiful Impersonation could do It."
This Is the case with Joseph Mayer's Impersonation which is shown
throughout the two odd hours of
glorious animated views of the Passion Play or Oberammergan by the
Franc Co. at the Crystal theatre,
four days commencing tomorrow afternoon. They say It brings the
beautiful story home more forcibly
than any verbal argument has ever
don. It depicts the whole of career
of Jesus, from his birth In the manger to his death burial and ascension
and Is eloquent alike to the learned
and the Illiterate.
It cost considerable money to bring
these wonderful pictnrej to 'Albuquerque for four day and It will require heavy and steady patronage at
ten, twenty and thirty cents admission to Justify the Crystal theatre
management In doing so. An especial
children's matinee will
be
given
Saturday afternoon, at which ail
school children will be admitted for
ten cents.
One performance will
given
be
every afternoon at 3 o'clock, and one
every night at :15. The management wishes to announce that the
play will run too long to allow giving
a second show at night, so requests
that all are in Iheir seats by 8:15.

(e.

Thousands of men and women who
have felt the sting and torture of this
dread disease, which Is no respecter
of age, persons, sex, color or rank,
will be interested to know that while
for many years rheumatism was considered an incurable disease, now It Is
one of the easiest afflictions of the
human body to conquer. Medical scl
ence has proven It not a distinct dis
ease in Itself, but a- symptom caused
by inactive kidneys. Rheumatism Is
uric acid in the blood and other waste
products of the system which should
be filtered and strained out In the
form of urine. The function of the
kidneys is to sift these poisons and
acids out and keep the blood clean
and pure. The kidneys, however, are
substance, the holes or
of sponge-lik- e
pores of which will sometimes, either
from overwork, colj or exposure be
come clogged and inactive, and fall
lug in their function of eliminating
these poisons from the blood, they re
main in the veins, decompose and
settling about the Joints and muscles,
cause the untold suffering and pain
of rheumatism and backache, often
producing complications of bladder
and urinary disease, weakness, etc.
The following simple prescription is
said to relieve the worst cases of
rheumatism because of Its direct ac
tion upon the blood and kidneys, re
lleving, too, the most severe forms
of bladder and urinary troubles: Fluid
f
ounce;
Kxtract Iandellon,
Compound Kargon, one ounce; Com.yrup Sarsaparllla, three
pound
ounces. Mix by shaking well in a
bottle and take in teaspoonful Joses
after each meal and at bedtime. The
ingredients can be had from any good
prescription pharmacy, anil are absolutely harmless and afe to use at any
time.

Washington,
Feb. 12. President
Roosevelt's message has won Sena
tor Aldrlch. Admittedly this sounds
like the statement of a traveler from
the world turned upside down, but It
comes from a senator whose position
in politics and in legislation is such
that there Is no place In the mind for
doubting that he knows the truth and
speaks the truth.
It must not be supposed for a mo
ment by anyone that Mr. AlJrich has
bocome a convert to the creed preach,
ed by the president In the amazingly
Vigorous document that went to the
country late last week. The message
won Mr. Aldrlch, but it won him be
cause of Its effect on others, and not
because of Its direct effect on him
self. He Is not even In a heart or
mind condition to paraphrase scrip
ture and to say to Mr. Koosevelt, "Al
most thou persuudest me to be a pro
gressive."
Mr. Aldrlch, so his senatorial col
league affirms, has read the written
signs and heard the spoken words,
and Is satisfied that if Republican
success, which even in this day of
Republicanism is the more preferred
by Mr. Aldrlch than the democracy
of Bryan the Inevitable, is to be se
cured, the party must nominate a
man who can say without mental reservation that he believes in the gospel
of the Roosevelt message.
Republican leaders In the House,
the chief leader of them all In fact.
it is said and as for some of them It
is known have come to the final conclusion that they must either go
Roosevelt's way or as an alternative,
go Bryan's way.
In a dispatch of some time ago it
was said that Senator Aldrlch probably would be found before the spring
season within the lines of the advocates of the nomination of William H.
Taft. K is not to be supposed that
this prophecy was bused on any
thought that Mr. Aldrlch loves Mr.
Taft with any greater degree of
armth than he loves Mr. Roosevelt.
It was based on statements of men
close to Mr. Aldrlch politically who
were willing to say that the Rhode
Island senator, believing In his heart
thai If the delegates repudiated Mr,
Taft the party would be forced to
take Boosevelt, preferred taking the
deep sea to the devil. It may be said
again, as it was said tnen, that It is
no task to tax the mental functions to
guess accurately which man of the
twain Mr. Aldrlch regards as the

"line division. IS, 000 troops, , of
course, not sufficient to meet any
need at a time whwi isolation has
become a thing of the past, and we
Constipation cures headache, nauhave points of possible friction in so
sea, dizziness, hmguor. heart palpitamany directions. That we can first
In any popular outburst raise voluntions. Drastic physics gripe, sicken,
teers In great numbers may be ad- I AC.RU l lTl lt h OI.I.i:.K AM) weaken the bowels and don't cure.
NIVK.RKITY Tit I1KCIDK
l llM. Doan's Regulets act gently and cure
mitted.
We have
men, the
the
2.".
money, etc.. but we will not have the PIOVMIIP IX HOYS' IIASKFT It ALL constipation.
cents. Ask your
OMK
TIIK fiAME. VKIKS- - druggist.
time to convert these men Into
able to cope with the trained
soldjers of other nations. It can
safe-lbe relied upon that the remoteness of war largely depends
upon preparation to meet It. Unless
other great nations are wrong and
wasting time an.l mnnev thev jars
giving us an object losson which Americans will some time have to learn
llV COStlv and hllmni:it in, PTnnrlon.4
anl which it is the urgent duty of
proiessional soldiers to point out;
USCD THE WORLD OVZR TO CURE A COLD IH CUE DAT.
namely, that time and training are
both necessary to convert an
Always reineji lier tho f jI! name, i.in'i
volunteer
Into a aoMler,
whether for infantry, cavalry, artll-letengineers or signal corps. The for tJijs hiynature ju tviry box. i'jc.
las' irre.it war clearly demonstrated
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BANK01
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Kxtends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation
and Solicits New Accounts

devil.

Hut Ono Itotul to Yhtory.
Something of the same feeling
seems to have taken possession of
some of the Republican House lead
ers, though most of them. It is true,
do not agree that it must be Taft in
order to avoid Roosevelt. Jt is not
at all likely that Mr. Cannon or Mr.
Payne or Mr. Dalzell or Mr. Sherman
or Mr. Hepburn or others of prominence in Republican ranks who
might be mentioned, think that Mr.
Taft Is an essential to succes4. It is
entirely probable that these men
tnink success can be had with some
other one as the leader of the Re- publican hosts, but It Is entlrelylmprobabie, in me ugm or ine aiscios
ures of the last few days, that anyone
of these leaders thinks for a minute
that any man can be elected unless
he is put before he people with a
declaration of progressive principles
In his hands reading and ringing like
the declaration of progressive prind
pies that was put forth last week
from the office of Theodore Roose
velt in the WhMe House.
There have been editorial pronouncements In papers which have
stood fairly consistently by the Roos
evelt administration, pronouncements
having in them regret and something
of rebuke and written to the general
end that the president in writing his
message had made a mistake. These
editorial pronouncements unquestlon
ably in most cases were sincere, but
the members of the House have
shown in their private and public
speeches within a day or two that the
message reached many other points
Rank Foolishness.
than the ofiices of the newspaper
"When attacked by a cough or a for the members have been hearing
cold, or when your throat is sore
direct from the people.
ii is vans. loonsnness to take any
Hotliu! Id Not UiMx-rtaiother medicine than Dr. King's New
The telegraph boys were overworkDiscovery," says C. O. Kldrldge of ed carrying congratulatory words to
Kmplre. C.a. "I have used New DisWhite House, and the letter carcovery seven years and I know it Is the
riers were far from burdenless. The
the best remedy on earth for coughs White House mall, though it was adand colds, croup, and all throat and dressed to the man responsible for the
lung troubles. My children are subdocument that brought the responses,
ject to croup, but New Discovery was as nothing In bulk to the mall
quickly cures every attack." Known that has found Its way to the Capitol.
the wotid over as the King of throat Letters from the people have their efand lung remedies.
Sold tinder fect, and us one member put It "this
guarantee at All Dealers. r0
and
II 00. Trial bottle free.
one-hal-

Capital and Surplus. $ioovoco

CAPITAL. S150.000
orricmmm

and directors

SOLOMON LUNA. President
W. S. STKICKLER, Vice President and Cashier
VJ. J. JOHNSON, Assistant Cashier
William Mcintosh,
J. C. Ualdridge,
O. E. Cromwell.
A. M. Blackwell.

s)llf MM(MMMMtMMIIIIMMt
SUCCESS1
THEY SAT NOTHING $CCCEED$ LIKE $CCCE$$-- I
$CPPOSE TIUI It TUCK. BUT TH ORDER TO
HAVE tOME SCCCEM WITH WHICH TO ICO.
CEED IT 1$ NECESSARY TO HATE SOME OTHER
THING!.

ONE OF THESE 1$ BRAINS, AXD AN.
WE DO NOT FTTH.

OTHER IS SOME MONEY.

MIH BRAINS
OUR COLUMNS

LN SETS,

BUT A

PERUSAL OF
WIIX SHINE UP THE ONES YOU

HAVE, AND AN

CN
ADVERTISEMENT
THE
CITIZEN WILL GO A LONG WAT TOWARDS SUPPLYING THE DINER O.

EVENLNG

IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE
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A GOOD ROAD
The road to a bank is usually the road to prosperity

sol-dle- rs

Thcro Is Only Ono

"Bromo Quinine"
That la
Laxsativo Bromo Quinine

Not quite all depositors are prosperous, but all prosperous people are bank depositors. At the end of the road to this bmik, there is the bank that has the ability and
the disposition to help its customers, ar d many a man is glad that he has taken the road.

THERE IS A WARM WELCOME FOR YOU AT
THE END OF THIS ROAD TO THE BANK

STATE NATIONAL BANK
Albuquerque;

'ALBUQUERQUE
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New he;ul lettuce, Itichrllu GroI

-

ti

cery.

Mclii u t(iil cause ami cut illnnt-- r
A. IS.
Ultn the I.iidit of the
tl pclldw'
hall.
at
Tlie ltrol hcrhoiMl of Luconuitlve
Firemen nnd Knuliii'incn will give It?
fourth Hiinual ball ut the Kiks' hall
Fridiiy evening, February 14. ami the
members are preparing to make tni
annual event the beet of any yet

BUY OUR MEN'S WORK SHOES

Sut-ui'il- iy

1

And get the best values for your money
are just as particular about selecting
Weour
lines of everyday footwear as we
are about picking out the most fashionable Dress Shoes. They must be right in
every respect, but especially so as far as
the comfort of the foot and good wear are
concerned. At the same time they must
look neat and have enough style to be.
worn most any where.
d

J. Nclstn. a machinist living at
South Second street, wast caught
ii
between u transfer table ami a
hi ih loi'iil uhntm tbi afternoon
and had his ankles severely bruised.
Nelson uas moved to the Santa re
hospital but will be .iip to return to
work within a week.
New neas at the Klchelieu (liocery.
The l.idie.s of the Congregational
church will give w box nodal in the
church parlors tomorrow evening for
the ocnefil of the church. The boxes
will be Mild at a stipulated price Instead of being auctioned as Is often
the case. A program has been ar
ranged for the occasion.
ilrifii beans at the ltlchclicu Gro
7

$1.85 to $2.50

2.00 to 3.00
2.50 to 3.50
3.50 to 5.00

J. L. BELL

2

1

cery.
Mrs. Waller Francis

CO.

Hardware Plumbing
WHITNEY'S OLD STAND

Regardless of Cost
All Kinds of Winter Millinery

Is Itemlorol at
passed by Congress forbidding railroad
Central llluli S.I100I llullilliig.
iqierators working more than nine hours a
day,
created demand for about 30,000
Today Is the birtoday anniversary morn has
telegrnph operators than can now lie
of Abraham I,inio!n, and in accordsecured. Knllroad crminnles have cut railance with a dictum issued by J.
road wires Into Telegraphy Departments of
Clark, territorial superintendent
of
public Instruction, every public school
In New Mexico is observing the div
Practical Business Colleges.
by speaking pieces and singing patriFor IsMiklet, "Why
Telegraphy?"
otic songs.
An elaborate program In being giv- rail or address Juo. F. Iiraiiglmn, Pres. at
en Tit the Central High school. Includ. CI Paso, San Antonio, Dallas or Kansas City.
lug addresses by Dr. Cnrtright of IUTkInkrh men sny DItAUtJHox s Is THE
Mexico, w ho spoke to the brotliernood BEST. TIIIIKK months' ll.xikkeeplng by
IHtAL'tillOVH copyrighted methods equals
of the First Methodist church last MX
elsewhere. 75 of the U. $. COURT REnight: F. H. Moore, at torney-at-I- a
w. PORTERS write the shorthand lirnuuhon
and Rev. Hugh A. Cooper, pastor of teaches. Write for prices on lessons In Hhort-hanbookkeeping, Penmanship, etc., BY
the First Presbyterian church.
or T COLLEGE. 30 Colleges In IT Mates.
Dr. Cartwrlg'nt
to the MAIL
address
PoilTIOVs securedorMoNKY HACK. Knter
students was ulong the same line on any
time; no vacation, catalogue HtKK.
night. The subwhich he talked
ject was "We, t's and Co." He took
stock of the national government's
warehouse. Dr. Cartright Is superintendent of Spanish missions for the
MERCHANT TAILOR
.Methodist church in Mexico, and is a
very interetlng tnlker.
Ladle' and i ientletnen's Suits
was "Our
Mr. Moore's subject
Flags." T:ev. Cooper spoke on "The
Cleaned,
Pressed, Repaired
Significance of the Grave." Miss
Strong had charge of the music.
103 NORTH FIRST STRTET

A.

one-ha-

208 South Second

Highland Pharmacy and

EVERITT

Selected WELL MACHINERY
Selected

.

Mr. J. G. Gould.

Piano solo

Mm. Zeigler.
Accompanists Mrs. Zelgler,

rathrop.

Wanted

Dluuonda,

Rallroau Avenue

Watches. Jewelry, Cut Glam Clock Silverware,
Inrlto your trade and guarantee A Square Deal.

To hmn,

seventy-fiv-

TAXIDEREUltST

210'E5T

'
GOLD

p. COBB

Albuquerque, n.

m.

Spring Hats
We have the agency for YOUMAN'S Celebrated
Derby the lightest, finest, high grade hat made

$5.00

$5.00

We carry the largest line of Stetson
and other leading brands of soft and stiff
hats, ranging in price from $2.00 to $6.00

NEW SHAPES ARRIVING DAILY

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

Never can tell when you'll maah a
finger or suffer a cut, bruise, burn or
Dr.
Thomas'
scald. Be prepared.
relieves the
Electric Oil Instantly
pain quickly cures the wound.

122 SOUTH SECOND

119 WEST GOLD

Ladies of the (i. A. H. will give a
dinner and supper at Odd Fell's
hall Saturday, Feb. 15. Meals 25c.

C. P. Tineyhill,

uiu'nn rtitv

T If
not arfk our drivers to explain It to
70a.
Ladles of the G. I. A. to the B. of
L. E. will give a dance on March 17,
1908, at Elks' hall.

IMPERIAL LAUXDRY.
The reason wa do so much ROCGII
DRY work Is because we do It right
and at the price you cannot afford to
have it done at home.
THORNTON, THE CLEAVER.
Located at 181 North Third street
The only real steam cleaning plant In
the southwest. We are now better
prepared than ever before to clean
anything that Is cleanable. la cleaning, pressing and repairing clothes,
wa take the front seat. All we ask
Is a trial. All work guaranteed. Second hand clothing bought and sole"
Goods called for and delivered on
short notice. Phone 4(0.
ClkanilxTlaln's tmgli Remedy a
a.

Cough
"We prefer Chamberlain's
Remedy to any other for our
says Mr. L. J. Woodbury of
Twining. Mich.
"It has also done
the work for us in hard colds and
croup, and we take pleasure In recommending it." For sale by all

Just as soon as an improved feature makes its appear 8
ance in tne science ot stove building, the idea is at once
plied to this range, with the result that the Majf.stic of to-jj
day represents all the best features of all makes. In ac
tion to this, it is conTHE
MAJESTIC.
structed of material that
to all common purposes .
is unbreakable.
It will i?
8
save you time, fuel and JjJ
KlUCBTIE
work; and produce the u
I MTG. CO, QSJ NTS. I
TJ C
best of results. BuyaMA- JESTIC you will never 5
need another.
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DR. C. H. CONNER
OSTEOPATHIC fMYBICIAN ANO
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Prices

FRUITS

$61.00

ON THE MARKET

$68.00

APPLES

THE GREAT MAJESTIC

3 Bellflower, Sheepnose

West Central:

321-32- 3

Dates, Figs, Oranges,
Lemons, Grapefruit
and Cocoanuts

ooocoK)eoeooooc8

WE GUARANTEE

LYLE

Foil 2,000 Pounds

Post Office Opposite

In every ton of coal leaving our yard, and hare always made this guarantee. The following ad, or one
similar to it, appeared for years in both our daily

XXrXXIXXKXXIXXXXXXXXXITTXX

pa-pe-

ATTENTION!

S. T. VANN

2,000 Pounds Guaranteed or a Present
Made of the Coal.

If

We defy any individual, firm or corporation to truthfully say that short weight was ever given to any of
our customers,
WE HANDLE THE VEST Gallup Coal, American
Block, Crested Butte ITard Coal, Furnace, Stove and
Nut. Also Mill Wood. Mountain Wood, Kindling and

DOCTOR Or OPTICS
V.YJTX JEWELRY CO.
One Door South of Drug Store.

H. W. SCHROEDER
Teacher of Violin

WEST CENTRAL AYE.

Ooke.

ALSO MANAGER OF

502 South

JOHN S. BEAVEN

Schroeder's Orchestra

61

r.

)

EYES
RIGHT!
your eyes

HEATING GO,

5

Wagner Hardware Co.

Gano, Lauver,

CENTS

s

to
a

are not right call
on me and let me fit them with
glasses that will make them right.

niONK

nrHlrTI

City, Okla.

PLUMBING AND

i 412

Majestic Range

x
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Pricea the bet for which our
high Trade work may be done

chll-di-en- ,"

94

SUPPLIES

MAJCSTC

Every Tap of Work
Standard In Quality

Do you know what thU means

Oklahoma

oooomooCMcmcmomcmomom

There are no better ranges in the world than

Twelve different styles of Machines suitable for
nil formations and depths, any kind of power desired. Write for circular A.

MIIIIHIIIIHIMimil
STANDARD

Don't let the baby suffer from eczema, sores or any itching of the
skin. Doan's Ointment gives Instant
relief, cure quickly. Perfectly safe
for children. All druggists sell It.

CwsWs
Mo CAarge for Comtultat.on
M. r. Armlo Building

oooooocC)ooooo

ss

OBERAMMERGAU

All

f

(S75.OO0.00) ilotlurs on first-clacity real estate security. A.
Montoya, 215 W. fkld avenue.

the leading Ice and
AT
FOI
RENT ItKSIDECE
beer merchant of Gallup, is In the aoa Nouni editii. apply old
city shaking hands with friends while TOWN POSTOFFICE.
en route to Milver City on a business
frin vi r Wltiel avs that the Carbon
City U) all right. The people have
plenty of money and a large numuei
of Improvements are being made In
business and resident property. i ne
minM a pa ivnr kin. four davs a week.
The only mine shut down Just now Is
the ClarkvlUe, and It la closed oniy
until a caveln can be cleared.
' .
o
WcuH enollflnivpr at the Richelieu.
"
ij
weuiev Merril. who has charge off
FOUK NIGHTS, COMMENCING
the hoe department or tne uoiuun
Rule Dry Goods company, returned
J3
this morning from Dallas, Texas,
n here he wan called last week On tne
account of the serious Illness of hla
tnnthnr However, he found her much THE I1UXC CO. WILL PRESENT
Improved when he arrived and was
still better when he left on his reoy
Mr. Merril went to Dallas
turn
the southern route and returned over Tlie Original Reproduction Exactly
He says that the latter
the cut-ofAs Last Given at
r.x.i. i the ihe.ioer and the better.
newsboys
the
heard
he
He said that
calling Albuquerque papers at Ama- In Itoautlfnt, Itand Colored Mowing
rlllo, Texas.
Pictures.
Fresh shipment oysters, Richelieu.
keep
A pair of our rubbers will
your feet dry and eliminate the dan30
10,
ger of catching a cold; they will pro- SjMViaJ Matinee (or Children Saturthem
tect your shoen and make
day Afternoon.
wear limner: they will keen your
house clean and save your carpets as
well as a whole lot or work. All sizes
for children women and men. Prices
run from 50 to 85c. C. May's shoe
store, 314 West Central avenue.

BURQMON

THE CENTRAL AVENUE CLOTHIER

i

thou- -

e

wind

20 AND

FUR BEARERS TRAPPED TO ORDER
Birds and Animals Mounted True to Life.
Moth-Proo- f
and Permanent. Work Guaranteed

SIMON STERN

,

f.

W'a

AND

Twelve Cases of New Spring Shirts just
opened up: Monarch, Cluett and Eagle
makes, $ 1.25 to $2.00. The latter priced
Shirts were formerly $2.25 and $2.50.
These goods are well worth inspection

Miss

THE PASSION PLAY

DIAMOND PALACE

Al-vara-

Pharmacy

THURSDAY, FEB.

THE

u

Formula

'E XTR A-

LUTZ

New Shirts

J. Morelli

by Mrs.
Henrj
Recommended
Symes, to develop the bust from 4
to C Inches.
Guaranteed to be made from the
true Galega Extract.. I
perfectly
hat mle&s.
The Vaucaire Formula Is a general
tonic, but it has a specific effect upon
the bust. Price 75 cents. For sale by

CRYSTAL THEATRE

Somebig bargains. Come and see for yourself

Eminently the Leading New York Hat
in an elegant, light, nobby style at $3.00
and $5.00. Also a complete line in all
the New Soft Hats, $3.00, 4.00 and 5.00

Mr. KerBinan.

lieu.
A. F. Wltzel,

Street Mats. 50 and ?5c.
Untrimmed Shapes. 25c.
Trimmed Hats at less than cost
lf
price
Ostrich Plumes at

The Knox Hat

Dr. Vaucaire's

TONIGHT

The Indiana club will entertain this
evening a
progressive high five,
commencing nt 8;30 o'clock, after
which the following program will be
given:
Selected
Cornet solo
Mr. Sligart.
Song ,
Selected
Mr. Zelgler.
Riley
Reading
Mr. G. Gould.
Song
Selected
Mr. Smith.
Selected
Whistling golo
Vocal solo

im

popular prices.

WILL

ENTERTAIN

11,

Our Hats for Spring 1908 are here. We
are showing late and exclusive shapes at

DRAUGHON'S

INDIANA CLUB

left today on
the California limited for Oakland,
her home, after a pleasant visit
B Cal.,
In ilie city with her mother, Mrs. I.,.
Uummeil, of 222 West Silver ave
nue. Mr. Francis, who b well Known
Albuquerque, Is district agent for
manufacturing
large machinery
concern nt Oakland.
.Mavor McKee has called a special
iiieetlnif of the city council for 4
o'cbK-this afternoon to consider the
sewer n ueutlon.
The recent trouble
caused by a break In the Second street
newer moves the council to take Im
mediate action. Just what this ac
tion will be Is not known. It is believed that pumps will be purchased
and placed in the outlet of the sewers
south of the city to keep the sewage
from backing up in the pipes.
Green chilli at the Richelieu Grocery.
J. P. Uunleavy, of the firm of McCoy & Uunleavy of Mountalnair, is
spending the day in the city. Mr.
Dunleavy arrived lust evening from
Trinidad, w here he was called a week
ago by an accident which befell hl
had the
Mrs. Dunleavy
mother.
misfortune to fall and break her hip
and, being 69 years old, the Injury,
together with pneumonia, came near
causing her death. She wus recovering when Mr. Dunleavy left there
Monday night.
Fine oranges Just received, Riche-

-
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A.

plut-foti-

We have a big variety with light, medium or heavy
soles, plain or cap toes, Lace or Congress.

Satin Calf
Kangaroo Calf
Box Calf
High top Box Calf

...

o

tTTDAV, FKnniwnY

m im Spring Styles

P A KA GRAPHS
H

WEST RA1LR0A9AYE.

CITIZEN.

PERSONAL
lii'Kiilitr

314

EVENING

First

Room 28 Barnott Bldg.

Spying Styles
of
1908
'''Hil?.wwiBjjfjsaaag
-

I,

juj"j.'

j- -

i

and on Display.
Manhattan Shirts Earl & Wilson Shirts
Fobush & Crossette Low Quarter Shoes
j

Tust Received

M. MANDELL-
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FINE CLOTHING AND FURNISHINGS
DUNLAP OPENING DAY, SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 15
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